Annual Reports of the Town Officers of the Town of Southbridge for the Year Ending March 1, 1893 by Southbridge (Mass. : Town)
ANNUAL REPORTS
OF THE
TOWN OFFICERS
or THE
Town of Southbridge
FOE THE
YEAR ENDING MARCH 1, 1893.
soxjthbridge:
PRESS BOOK PPvINT.
1893.

TOWN OFFICERS FOR 189^-3
TOWN CLERK.
EDGAR M. PHLLIPS.
TREASURER.
FRAKCIS L. CHAPIK.
SELECTMEN.
JOSEPH M. OLNEY, A. W. MARTm, Y. W. LAMOUREUX.
OVERSEERS OF THE POOR.
CALYIX A. PAIGE, HENRY A. MORSE, PAUL N. LeCLAIR.
ASSESSORS.
CHARLES ^^\ WELD, W3L C. BARNES, MICHAEL FARRELL.
AUDITORS.
J. W. ELLAM. P. F. DELEHANTY, Wm. T. ROBINSON.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
ISAAC P. HYDE Term expires 1893
F. X. TETRAULT, - . . . Term expires 1898
MARY E. WELLS, - - . , . Term expires 1894
SILVANUS HAYWARD - - - Term expires 1894
GEORGE M. LOVELL, .... Term expires 1895
JAMES M. AMMIDOWN, - - - Term expires 1895
TOWN OFFICERS.
LIBRARY COMMITTEE.
MARIA L. DRESSER,
CAMILLE METRAS, -
GEORGE M. LOVELL,
.JOHN M. COCHRAN,
FRANK C. LITCHFIELD,
FRED E. C^ORBIX
JOSEPH JAGGER,
C. C.BRADFORD,
JOHN B. DRENXAN,
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
Term
expires 189.3
expires 1893
expires 1893
expires 1894
expires 1894
expires 1894
expires 1895
expires 1895
expires 1895
CEMETERY CO.AriMtTTEE.
LUTHER S. AMMIDOA\^N,
HENRY WALKER, - - - .
EDWIN BACON, - - - -
T. JEROME HARRINGTON,
CHAUNCEY BROWN,
Term expires 1893
Term expires 1893
Term expires 1894
Term expires 1894
Term expires 1895
BOARD OF HEAETH.
FRANCIS H. OLIN, CARY C. BRADFORD,
Wm. BOLIO,
JOHN HEFNER,
CONSTABLES.
PETER CAPI LETT,
A. M HIGGINS,
J. S. DRESSER.
P. L. CREEDON.
:\r. L. DILLABER,
W. A. SEAVEY,
SINKING FUND COMMISSIONER^
FRED AV. EATON,
CHAS. D. MONROE,
ISAAC P. HYDE,
Term expires 1893
Term expires 1894
Term expires 1895
,
COLLECTOR OF TAXES.
JOSEPH M. OLNEY.
Account of Town Treasurer.
F. L. CHAPIN", Treasurer, in account with the Town of South-
bridge, for the year ending February 28, 1893.
RECEIPTS.
Cash in treasury March 1, 1892,
Due from S. S. Perry, Collector, 1884,
Due from Franklin Jacobs, Collector, 1890,
Due from J. M. Olney, Collector, 1891,
Tax bill of 1892 :
State tax, 2,887 50
County tax, 2,838 00
Bank tax, non-resident, 1,769 54
Center watch district tax and overlay ings, 1,529 36
Overlayings on taxes, 61 14
Street lights, 6,000 00
Highways, 4,900 00
Interest, 3,500 00
Mechanic street extension 3,600 00
Outside poor, 3,500 00
Contingent expenses, 2,500 00
Contingent account schools, 2,400 00
High school, 2,400 00
Salaries, 2,200 00
Engine men, 1,908 00
War relief, 1,500 00
Town hall contingent, 1,500 00
Public library, 1,500 00
Special, repairs school houses, 1,250 00
Support of poor, 1,200 00
$696 09
821 96
2,817 17
2,779 95
9,085 54
6 REPORT OF^TREASURER.
Fire alarm, 1,200 00
Water supply, 1,150 00
Sidewalks, 1,000 00
Fire department, 800 00
Evening schools, 600 00
Insurance, 500 001
Sewers, 645 00
Printing, 500 00
Sandersdale school house 500 00
Cemetery improvements 300 00
Police contingent. 300 00
District court. 300 00
Dresser street. 300 00
Militia, 200 00
Military aid, 200 00
Mechanics street walk, 200 00
Bridges, 200 00
Orchard street. 180 00
School apparatus, 100 00
Railing highways. 100 00
Memorial day, 100 00
$49,233 00
State Treasurer, Corporation tax, 8,833 66
Aifmory rent. 400 00
Bank tax. 300 49
State aid. 340 00
Outside poor, 278 00
Military aid. 95 00
Assessing and collecting bank tax, 17 72
County Treasurer, dog fund, 479 50
District court fees. 146 70
Sturbridge, account Mrs Phaneuf, 130 00
Sutton, account Jos. Kagal, 122 00
Spencer, account Mrs. Jos. Richards, 114 00
Barre, account Sarah Sanderson, 52 00
Leicester, account Chas. Hemlock, 44 00
Ware, account Phila Graves, 26 75
REPORT OF TREASURER.
Charlton, account Samuel Allen, 17 00
Worcester, account C. Burroughs 17 00
Williamsburg, account Mrs. H. L. Witherell 6 00
528 75
James Munroe, support of wife 169 92
P. M. Clarke, support of wife, 117 50
C. Lovely, at hospital 18 11
Produce sold. 364 10
Liquor licenses. 9,105 00
Insurance Sandersdale school house, 2,000 00
Cemetery fund; 001/1/
Mechanics street walk. o7J
South street walk. 192 15
Pleasant street walk, 109 20
Edwards street walk. 84 00
'to 44
oavings Uank, interest cemetery lund, 235 22
sinking fund, 93 33
Mynott fund, A O TO7J
Town Hall rental. 200 00
JLOiJ^C/O CtOOCOOCU., 1 QIff
Mechanic street labor. loO 00
i-J-VQ f1 T r» rr r>omp4"Pf\r Irk'fc!VTlctUHlg CtJlllt/litJ ly lUbo, KCiou
Pipe sold.
High school tuition,
115 52
86 67
Public library, cards, lines, etc.. 64 10
Common school tuition, 52 00
Licenses, 56 00
Books sold. 24 22
Tar sold. 18 96
Loam sold, 5 00
Brick sold. 3 75
Broken glass, 65
$91,609 03
Money borrowed in anticipation of taxes. 27,500 00
Money borrowed for specific purposes. 25,505 00
53,005 00
$144,614 03
8 [report of treasurer.
EXPENDITURES.
Paid Sewers, $21,294 6
Common schools, 11,137 9i
Street lights, 5,288 5i
S. and Brookfield railroad, 4,625
Highways, 4,521 1
Outside poor, 4,314 3
Mechanic street, 3,070 5
Interest, 3,028 9
State tax, 2,887 5'
County tax, 2,838 0'
Contingent expenses, 2,681 1'
Contingent account schools, 2,584 1:
Sandersdale school house, 2,539 8'
High school, 2,298 5<
State treasurer, liquor licenses, 2,276
Support of poor, 2,141
Abatement of taxes, 2,009
Public library, 2,080
Engine men, 1,910
Bank tax, 1,769 5-
Sidewalks, 1,687 91
Salaries, 1,677 4^
Town hall contingent, 1,174 1<
Center watch district, 1,590 O;
Fire alarm, 1,200 0(
Fire department, 1,171 2(
Water supply, 1,150 0(
Special repairs, school houses, 1,121 61
Crystal street, 1,068 61
War relief, 982 37
Insurance, 834 29
Cemetery improvements, 718 77
State aid, 633 00
Bridges, 624 26
District court, 622 59
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Militia, ()14 18
Evening schools, 596 95
Printing, 551 36
Mechanics street walk, 522 00
Dresser street extension, 300 49
Police contingent. 242 56
Military aid. 200 00
Enforcement liquor law, ' 166 00
School apparatus, 152 09
Orchard street. 149 90
Repairs buildings, 122 17
Memorial day. 100 00
Town hall stage improvement. 96 54
Mynott fund. 50 22
Railing highways. 14 01
Money deposited in Savings bank. 5,500 00
Money borrowed in anticipation of taxes. 27,500 00
Cash in treasury March 1, 1893, $778 13
Due from S. S. Perry, collector, 1884, 821 96
E. Jacobs, collector, 1890, 1,161 50
J. M. Olney, collector, 1891. 791 22
J. M. Olney, collector, 1892, 2,688 73
6,241 54
$144,614 03 .
Obligations Outstanding Feb. 28, 1893.
Bonds Town Hall loan, dated July 1, 1888^, payable
April 1, 1898, interest-, four per cent.. $65,000 00
Railroad note payable Nov. 1, 1893, 1,200 00
Nov. 1, 1894, 1.850 00
Southbridge Savings bank, payable on demand, 1,100 00
u u Oct. 1, 1893, 1,095 00
a (( u
" " 1894, 1,095 00
i( a a " " 1895, 1,095 00
U ((
" 1896, 1,095 00
i( U u
" 1897, 1,095 00
(( U (( " " 1898, 1,095 00
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Soiithbridge Savings Bank, payable Oct. 1, 1899, 1,095 00
1900, 1,095 00
1901, 1,095 00
1902, 1,095 00
1903, 1,095 00
1904, 1,095 00
1905, 1,095 00
1906, 1,095 00
1907, 1,095 00
1908, 1,095 00
1909, 1,095 00
1910, 1,095 00
1911, 1,095 00
1912, 550 00
^90,505
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BALA^N^CE OF ACCOUNTS FEBRUARY 28, 1893.
Town bouse, $70,000
Scliool 1 louses. 20.000
Cemetery, 10,000
Public library, 9,000
Steamers, 8,000
Eugjjie bouses, 5,000
Farm, 5,000
Hose, 5,000
Lamp posts, 2.500
Police station, 2,500
School furniture, 1,600
Hose carria.^es, 1,000
Hearse bouse, 1,000
Hearse, 200
Road scraper, 150
Fire engine, 100
Personal property, 8,382
Cash, 778
Dpts. in Savings bank, 47,400
Sewers, 20,534
S. S. & Brookfield R. R., 2,125
S. S. Perry, collector, 1884, 821
F. Jacobs, collector, 1890, 1.1(31
J. M. Olnev, collector, 1891, 791
J. M. Olne'y, collector, '92, 2,688
Crystal street,
(
'
1 1 1 i 1 1 ge 1 1 1 eXpen se s
.
Insurance,
Bridges,
Mecbanics street walk,
Pleasant street walk.
Sidewalks,
State aid,
Fire department,
Abatement of taxes,
Printing,
South street walk.
Police contingent,
Cemetery improvement,
Dresser street extension
1,068
987
410
896
353
219
211
184
160
135
134
118
90
9
$225,165 64
Town propertv, $79,382 31
Town hall loan, 65,000 00
Sinking fund, 41,268 41
Notes payable, 25,505 00
Cemetery fund, 6,014 25
Mynott fuud, 1,019 90
High school, 544 96
Street lights, 510 12
Enforcement liquor law, 705 84
Support of poor, 648 65
Mechanics st. extension, 679 44
High school, 544 96
Dog fund, 479 50
Center Watch district, 466 01
War relief, 41 1 99
Militia, 876 05
Military aid, 847 00
Outside poor, 310 11
Town ball contingent, 175 87
Public library, 157 93
Railing highways 153 44
Special rps., school houses, 128 32
Unappropriated funds, 113 65
Highways, 104 98
Interest, 121 32
Common schools, 99 28
Salaries, 96 30
Repairs farm buildings, 88 49
Town hall stage imp't., 80 65
Edwards street walk, 52 86
School apparatus, 86 20
District court, 80 46
Orchard street, 30 10
Contingent account schools, 28 20
Evening schools, 3 05
$225,165 64
F. L. CHAPIN, Treasurer.
Southbridge, March 1, 1893.

Eeport of Overseers of the Poor
OUTSIDE POOR.
RECEIPTS.
By Appropriation, .*^3,500 00
State treasury, 278 00
Balance from last year, 156 42
Town of Sturbridge, account Paul Phaneuf, 130 00
Sutton, Joseph Kagal, 122 00
Spencei-, Mis. Jos. Richards, 114 00
Barre, Sai ah Anderson, 52 00
Leicester, Chas. Hemlock, 44 00
Ware, Phila Graves, 2(3 75
Charlton, Samuel Allen, 17 00
Worcester, C. Burrows, 17 00
Williamburg, Mrs. H. L. Wetherell, G 00
Jas. Monroe, support of wife, 169 92
P. M. Clarke, support of wife, 117 50
C. Lovely, at Hospital, 18 11
EXPEXDITURES.
858 70
Aid to Mrs. Peter Stone, $25.00
Goddu & Goddu,
—
Aid to Mrs. Oliver Herbert, $55.00
Cleophine Bachand, 5.00
. $60.00
14 REPORT OF A-UDITORS
J. & T. Ryan.—
Aid to Mrs. Gargan, $r)2.()0
IVr. J. Surprenant
—
Aid to Louis Champagn, ^142.00
Clement Begin
—
Aid to ^Ivs. John Lovely, 56.00
^Mrs. Sarah Sanderson, 52.00
Oliver Babidean, care of Marion Laroehe, 13.G5
P. N. LeClair—
Aid to Dennis Boucher, $18.00
Michel Daigneau, 104.00
Mrs. Jos. Morse, 4.00
Geo. Lamont, 20.00
Jos. Beauregard, 10.00
John B. Reno, 48.00
Children of Jas. Morrissay, 0.00
Mrs. Eliza Cassavant, 43.50
Abraham Stone, 12.00
Mrs. Chas. Hamlock, 42.,00
Mrs. Chas. Barrows, 25.00
Auc^ustus Trembly, 8.0')
Mrs. Jos. Kagle, 33.00
Mrs. John W. Reno, 16.00
Mrs. Frank Barrows 3.75
Mrs. Fred Lucier, 5.50
Mrs. C. Lucignon, 46.00
Town of Spencer,
Aid to John Gaudett, $32.00
^Irs. Jos. Richards, 75.00
Mrs. Jos. Kagle, 74.00
Francis Collette, 24.00
Care of Jos. Richards, 24.00
Town of Sutton,
—
Aid to Clement Lusignan, 65.00
Mrs. Kagle, 15.00
$458.40
$229.00
$80.00
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J. J. Bowlen, expenses to Spencer, $400
W. E. Alden & Co.—
Aid to Mrs. Jas. Morrissey, 51.17
Mrs. Honora O'Brien, 79.50
Mrs. Mary O'Brien, 79.50
$210.17
Wm. ( •. Ca^llahan, burial of paupers, 121.00
Paul Dennis, aid to Mrs. Paul Phaneuf, 130.00
P. H. Carpenter
—
Aid to Louis G. Champagn, 104.00
Moses Leduc, 45.00
149.00
Worcester Lunatic Hospital
—
Support of Catherine Tynan, $169.92
Hendrick L. Smith, 169.92
Mary Kavanagh, 169.92
Edward H. Hill, 169.92
Annie Monroe, 169.92
Thomas Boyle, 169.92
JohnBrogan, 169.92
Louis Gomoux, 169.92
1,359.36
J. D. Blanchard & Co.—
Aid to Mrs. Montville, 171.00
Gatineau & Proulx
—
Aid to Mrs Peter Stone, 128.75
Mrs. Louis Eivers, 68.25
Mrs. Ovila Eobidoux, 14 00
211.00
Liberty Reynolds, care of tramps, 42.60
M. Bachand, aid to Oliver Herbert, 24.00
Frank M. Marble, aid to Esther Clarke, 3.00
Geo. Coman, aid to Esther Clarke, 12.00
Town of Webster
Aid to Louis Shaw, 105.83
Mrs. E. Merringo, 12.13
117.96
16 REPORT OF AUDITORS.
J. S. Gleason
—
Aid to Mrs. Agnes Allen,
Mrs. Wm. Bartlett
8.00
54.00
James Flyun, aid to Mrs. Jos. Beauregard,
State of Massachusetts
—
Aid to Celina Lovely,
John Coldrick,
James Ryan,
18 11
101 60
15 79
City of Fall River, care of Arthur King,
City of Worcester, care of Ann Mitchell,
Town of Sutton, aid and medical attendance
to Cordilia Potvin,
Town of Lancaster, aid to Ritchie children,
Town of North Brookfield, aid to Advidia Huard,
Emil Jalbert, aid to Mrs. Napoleon Grilineau,
Geo. W. Hair, cutting wood Esther Clarke,
C. E. Holmes, wood for Esther Clarke,
Southbridge Coal Co.
—
Coal for Mrs. Julius Loom is, 7 00
Duffy Jarvis, 3 00
Wm. D. Morse-
Aid to Duffy Jarvis, 4 00
Mrs. Loomis, 13 00
Jos. Peloquin, aid to Mrs. Jos. Berry,
F. X. Larivierre, burial of pauper,
H. J. Gravel, aid Mrs. Fred Lucier,
S. Grant, aid to Esther Clarke,
Morse Bros., aid to Duffy Gervais,
F. W. Edwards, M. D., to services,
C. A. Paige, cash paid out,
J 35 50
22 21
15 71
65 83
.16 00
15 50
8 00 •
4 25
10 94
10 00
17 00
12 00
23 00
7 50
18 00
3 00
50 00
21 10
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C. V. Corey, aid to P. E. B. Botham, 5 Oq
C. Begin, aid to Mrs. John Lesignan, 9 00
$4,314 16
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, $402 54
SUPPORT OF POOR.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation. $1,200 00
Balance from last year, 1,076 76
Produce sold. 364 10
P. M. Clarke, 118 50
Town of Ware, 25 75
EXPENDITURES.
p. H. Carpenter & Co. goods at Alms House, $165 54
J. Booth & Co., 2 97
P. N. LeClair, goods at Alms House, 65 72
Carpenter & Co., 34 59
W. D. Morse, merchandise. 171 75
T. Potter & Co., 15 34
Jos. Williams, 27 50
E. C. Ellis, • 169 70
Geo. F. Northup, Supt., 600 00
J. R. Harris, 104 98
Geo. A. Underwood, 1 62
Paige & Co., 73 21
Paige, Carpenter, Colburn Co., 3 38
Aaron Milligan, 164 63
H. A. Morse, 45 76
Geo. L. Winter, 20 01
Nathan B. Angell, 9 00
$2,785 11
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Will. H. Clarke, 29 28
S. K. Edwards, agent, 79 04
F. M. Marble, 139 96
Mitchell Jarvis, 50 62
Appraising property at Almshouse, 6 00
F. H. Oliii, 3 00
Edwin Bacon, burial of pauper, 8 50
0. B. E. Chipinan, 18 76
F. W. Edwards, 20 00
Geo. C. Shepard, • ^ 1 00
Silas B. Morse, labor and team. 20 00
H. A. Dresser, merchandise, 15 37
C. T. Carpenter, Jl 55
Ira Yinton, use of pasture, 20 00
Geo. H. Hartwell, medicine, 2 48
Estate of Geo. S. Stone & Co., 59 72
$2,150 98
Balance, 643 13
REPAIRS OF FARM BUILDINGS.
RECEIPTS.
By balanc from last year, $210 66
EXPENDITURES.
J. M. & L D. Clemence, lumber,
M. Farrell, labor,
J. Booth & Co., labor and team,
Jos. Williams, merchandise.
67 37
3 00
15 50
36 50
$122 37
Balance to credit account. 88 29
School Committee
APPARATUS ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, 100 00
Balance from last year, 88 29
EXPENDITURES.
Kand & McNally, 61 00
Geo. C. Shepard & Co., supplies, 24 44
J. B. Plummer & Co., measures, 33 50
J. T. Clarke, paid for books of reference, 31 25
Geo. H. Hartwell, supplies, . 1 90
$188 29
152 09
Unexpended, ' $36 20
HIGH SCHOOL
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $2,400 00
Balance from last year, 356 79
Tuition from oclier towns, 86 67
EXPENDITURES.
F. E. Corbin, services as principal, $1,200 00
Harriet B. Tovvne, services as assistant, 500 00
Annie M. Goodrich, ser voices as assistant, 357 50
12,843 46
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Emily H. Bright, services as assistant, 175 00
Mrs. H. N. Carpenter, services as assistant, 66 00
.S2,298 50
Balance unexpended, 544 96
EVENING SCHOOLS
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $600 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. M. Ammidown, teaching and care of rooms. 138 90
A. M. Meagher, 58 50
Nellte F. Ryan, 39 00
E. I. Knowles, 95 00
Alice Holmes, 57 00
Annie F. Morse, 57 00
M. J. Delehanty, 28 50
Geo. Washington, care of rooms, 31 00
St. Jean Baptist Society, rent, 25 00
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co., 19 71
J. & T. Ryan, 4 95
American Book Co., 13 32
W. P. Plimpton, wood, 10 45
Peter Caplette, services as officer, 12 00
J. T. Clarke, paid for moving furniture, 1 70
Fred Holmes, 2 47
Ellam & Grant, 1 50
Philip Gorman, 1 05
$596 15
]>alance unexpended, 3 05
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COMMON SCHOOLS.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, * $11,500 00
Tuition from other towns, 52 00
$11,552 00
EXPENDITURES.
Deficit of last year, $314 70
J. T. Clarke, services as superin-
tendent. 1,400 00
Teaching
—
Florence A. Morse, 456 00
Harriet A. Maine, 242 00
Edith Giles, 11 00
Minnie G. Riley, 255 00
Mary E. Clemence, 140 00
M. Abbie Mead, 150 00
Isabella P. Taylor,
^
112 00
Annie F. Morse, 216 00
Fidelia G. Woodcock, 126 00
Edith B. Ruby. 144 00
Susan M. Knight, ;542 00
Maude Oldham, 456 00
Alice Holmes, 418 00
A, Rebecca Rowlej^, 342 00
Agnes M. Meagher, 342 00
Mary E. Meagher. 380 00
Mary A. Pellett, 126 00
Mary A. Treen, 48 85
Mary E. McCabe, 304 00
Martha Cutting, 304 00
Mary J. Delehanty, 304 00
Bertha Cheeney, 304 00
Ida M. Plimpton, 304 00
Alice B. Aldrich, 98 00
Mabel J. Newell, 168 00
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Jane Farquhar,
Mary A. Ellis,
Margaret L. O'Hara,
]\tary L. Boardman,
Jacobina W. Taylor.
Jennie E. Chamberlain,
Louisa 0. Twombly,
Blanche E. Winter,
Margaret G. Butler,
Susan D. Riggs,
Margaret J. Patterson,
Care of rooms
—
Geo. M. Lovell,
James M. Ammidown,
Geo. Washington,
Bertha Cheeney,
A. B. Collis,
A. B. Aldrich,
M. L. O'Hara,
M. L. Boardman,
Wm. G. Snow,
Daniel Hancock,
Minnie Wells,
Fuel—
W. P. Plimpton,
A. L. Hyde,
Chas. Hyde,
I. P. Hyde,
J. T. Clarke,
W. H. H. Cheeney,
Morse Bros.,
C. E. Holmes,
Hyde Manufacturing Co.,
E. T. Torrey,
Henry A. Morse,
342 00
304 00
251 00
304 00
60 00
140 00
170 00
229 80
126 00
18 00
240 00
.^9,992.16
281 00
192 00
169 50
4 00
12 00
4 Of)
8 00
12 00
12 00
13 00
8 00
$715 50
20 33
80 65
79 26
32 56
131 51
5 00
15 13
15 00
99 86
5 00
3 72
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E. S. Ellis, 131 09
George Coman, 12 00
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, 9 70
Kent
—
L. S. Ammidown, 80 00
Town of Sturbridge, tuition pupils, 24 00
^^640 81
104 00
—111,452 47
Balance unexpended, $99 53
CONTINGENT SCHOOL ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $2,400 00
Balance from last year, 188 16
Books and supplies sold, 24 22
EXPENDITURES.
J. T. Clarke, supplies, expressage, etc., 251 96
J. Booth & Co., 180 19
Thomas Todd, examination papers, 7 45
Peloquin's orchestra, 14 00
J. A. King, organ 50 00
J. L. Hammettj books, 59 31
Effingham, Maynard & Co., 27 10
Boston School Supply Co., 106 00
Leach, Shewell & Sanborn, 109 25
W. & W. A. Seavey, 90 50
Ginn & Co., 238 25
Ellam & Grant, 37 00
Silver, Burdett & Co., 30 22
American Book Co., 51*75
C. S. Ayres, 38*10
2,612 38
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Eberhard Faber, 82 B9
J. J. Bovvlen, 8 80
Holden Patent Book Cover Co., - 15 82
Milton Bradley Co., 9 00
F. E. Beach, 37 00
Carl Sclioenhof, 10 52
Hamilton Woolen Co., 26 75
J. M. Ammidown, 69 74
Wor. Co., Truant school, 188 00
Truant officers, 70 24
Thorp & Adams Co., 13 50
Geo. L. Winter, 16 75
M. Farrell, 46 13
F. 0. Letcher, 38 70
Wm. H. Clarke, 35 59
T. C. Merritt, 4 13
Joseph Proulx, 58 89
M. Egan, 25 87
0. J. Aldrich, 103 04
J. B. Plummer & Co. 34 85
Smead Warming and Ventilating Co., 25 20
Lalance & Grosjean Mfg. Co., 10 14
W. T. Eobinson, 16 25
Martin J. Judge, 47 27
W. D. Morse, 2 61
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, 30 62
Oliver Ditson & Co., 7 6(3
Geo. S. Perry & Co., 59 57
Geo. M. Eddy & Co., 8 41
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 42 26
Chas. Proulx, 12 15
Prang Educational Co., (38 00
Estate of Geo. S. Stone, 28 45
New England Publishing Co., 2 80
Wm. C. Barnes, 3 96
W. C. Lewis, 26 10
Geo. F. King & Merrill, 6 00
^2,584 18
Balance unexpended, 28 20
Selectmen
CONTINGENT ACCOUNT.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $2,500 00
EXPENDITU RES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1892, $606,68
F. E. Beach, printing, 15 52
C. M. Morse, 3 00
P Caplette, 4 00
N. E. Putney, 40 50
A. C. Moore, services as engineer, 24 00
J. S. Dresser, serving warrant, 5 00
H. Play, 7 50
C. Haggerty, town counsel, 185 00
M. L. Diilaber, serving warrants, town
meetings, etc., 49 00
E. M. Phillips, town clerks fees, 38 95
Luke Keilly, serving dog warrant, police
duty, 28 60
J. M. Olney, cash paid out, 269 70
Board of Registrars, 28 80
J. F. B. Litchfield, 21 00
N. S. Viall, transporting Town Reports, 1 00
I. W. Wheeler, 7 30
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co., 38 76
Rockwell & Churchill, license blanks, 5 40
W. H. Claflin, labor, l5 00
Dr. F. Gauthier, 75
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J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 17 90
A. M. Higgins, police duty, 50 00
F. E. Hefner, police duty, 50 00
H. Dinau, police duty, 50 00
Win. C. Callahan, police duty and ret'g deaths, 191 00
Paul Lemoine, police duty, 50 00
P. Caplette, police duty, 50 00
Ellam & Grant, printing, 3 00
Southbridge Water Co., 56 40
F. P. Pratt, care of fountain, 28 58
W. & ^y. A. Seavey, 12 50
A. W. Martin, cash paid, 53 27
A. J. Tooniey, 16 75
Jos. Ouiraette & Son, repairs, 10 20
Est. Geo. S. Stone & Co., repairs on hearse, 53 00
Morse & Whyter, 8 60
S. Dresser, 11 52
A. H. Barrett, care of fountain, (> 00
H. Many, consulting engineer, 25 00
J. M. Cochran, counsel fees, 100 00
Wm. H. Clarke, hardware, 75 63
J. Booth &. Co., painting, 64 72
Pay Roll, labor, '21 00
A C. Moore, services, 65 12
Sartell, Harnald & Humphry, 4 00
E. Churchill, detective service, 15 00
Wm. C. Levill, 46 19
J. J. Bowlen, 18 00
C. E. Wesson, 5 20
W. D. Morse, 48 26
Samuel Williams, returning deaths, 50 25
A. L. Hyde, 124 58
Southbridge Brass Band, Columbus dny,- 15 00
Amphion Quartette, Columbus day, 10 00
V. W. Lamoureux, express, 16 00
John M. Cheney, services as registrar, 24 40
Sama T. Cutting, " " " 24 40
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Jli. M. l^hillips, ' ib biJ
vV. JD. Morse, " " " O/l A A
Edgar Morse, services at election. oo oU
Soutlibridge Coal Co., wood, O AA
Southbridge Drum Corps, lU AAIK)
1. kj. iVieriibt, laoor. OO
Dr. F. W. Edwards, vaccinating school
children, l04: AAUU
C. C. Bradford^ returning births. OO oU
P. L. Creedon, returning births, 5 AAUU
J. A. Genereux, returning births. iO
Dr. W. E. Paul, returning births. 7 50
L. E. Dionne, returning births, 6 00
E. Brown, 5 50
Wm. C. Barnes, stationary, etc.. 11 00
(tco. L. Winter, 12 10
Dr. L. W. Curtis, returning births. 13 50
H. A. Walbridge, lettering signs, 2 25
P. Allard & Son, 3 00
Wm. Bolio, police dut}', 10 60
Calvin Claflin, 3 50
;^3,488,00
Overdrawn March 1, 1893, ^988 00
WATER SUPPLY.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,150 00
EXPENDITURES.
Southbridge Water Supply Co., hydrants and
fountains. 1,150 00
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FIRE DEPARTMENT.
RErEITTS.
By appropriation, $800 00
Balance to credit account, March 1, 1892, 210 54
EXPEXDITURES.
E. I. Coupling Co., $122 50
Southbridge Water Co., 6 00
C. Phipps, 17 30
Geo. Conian, 3 25
E. C. Ellis, 42 75
Cole Brothers, 8 40
Samuel Eastman, 40 00
Derosier & L'Homme, 1 55
W. C. Lewis, 18 91
Estate of Geo. S. Stone & Co., 41 42
Southbridge Printing Co., 50 07
B. W. Baton, 3 27
W. & W. A. Seavey, 172 00
Hamilton Woolen Co., 153 50
L. D. Vinton, 78 00
J. J, Bowlen, 274 50
Jos. Williams, 6 25
0. J. Aldrich, 5 87
M. Egan, 15 75
C. E. Wilson, 13 01
J. J. Delehant}',
^
1 30
X. E. Putney, 9 10
H. Hay, 8 25
Hartford Steam Boiler Co., 25 00
J. H. Daniels, 9 50
Central Mills Co., 5 00
Stewart Boiler Works, 32 12
J. S. Gleason, 8 02
$1,172 59
Overd rawn, $161 7G
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ENGINEMEN.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,908 00
Balance to credit account, March 1, 1892, 2 00
EXPEXDITUKES.
steamer Co. No. 1, 590 00
Steamer Co. No. 2, 590 00
Hook and Ladder Co. No. 1, 265 00
Hook and Lj,dder Co. No. 2, 265 00
Engineers, 200 00
.910 00
Bl,910 00
Balance to credit account March 1, 1S93, $10 00
PRINTING.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $500 00
EXPEXDITURES.
Overdrawn March 1, 1892, 83 40
Ellam & Grant, 220 40
F. E. Beach, * 45 85
Wm. T. Kobinson, 274 11
C. A. Paige, 9 OO
634 76
Overdrawn March 1, 1893, 1.34 76
MEMORIAL DAY.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $100 00
EXPEXDITURES.
Malcolm Ammidown Post G. A. R., $100 00
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MILITIA
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $200 00
Balance to credit account, March 1, 1892, 890 18
INSURANCE
EXPENDITURES.
:\[. J. Surprenant, $415 00
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co., 71 18
J. Q. Goodell, 20 00
Ellen J. Bartholomew, rent of rifle range, 50 00
W. P. Plimpton, 11 80
Geo. Coman, 15 50
Paul Dennis, 15 00
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 7 00
A. Brousso, 4 00
Dwight Chamberlain, 4 75
$5*90 18
$606 05
Balance overdrawn, $15 8*
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $500 00
EXPENDITURES.
E. M. Phillips & Son, insurance on town
property, $449 45
J. F. B. Litchfield, insurance on town
property, 281 84
Hall & Wetherby, insurance on town
property, 103 00
Amount overdrawn March J, 1892, 76 29
$910 58
Amount overdrawn, $410 58
«
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BRIDGES.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, ^200 00
Balance from last year, 27 94
EXPENDITURES.
T. C. Merritt, labor, ^109 86
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 403 72
Pay Roll, for labor, 53 20
Geo. L. Winter, hardware, 17 88
H. Manley & Co., advice, etc., 25 00
J. J. Bowlen and P. Caplette, labor, 2 25
M. Egan, painting, 6 90
Calvin Claflin, use of tools, 5 00
94
81
Amount overdrawn, ^385 8(
SANDERSDALE SCHOOL HOUSE.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $500 00
Insurance on old building, 2,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
0. J. Akhich, labor and materials, $1,958 00
O. D. Case, furniture, 188 43
J. Booth, painting, 108 30
Calvin Claflin, mason work, 65 99
Pay Roll, grading, etc., 88 75
Smead Warming & Ventilating Co., 90 00
Wm. H. Clarke, hardware, 23 60
Orpin Brothers, furniture, 14 73
Geo. L. Winter, hardware, 2 00
^,500 00
$2,539 80
Overdrawn, $39 80
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RAILING HIGHWAYS
RECEIPTS.
B}' appropriation, $100 00
Balance to credit account, March 1, 1892, 67 45
EXPENDITURES.
Pay Kol], $2 12
T. C. Merritt, labor, 4 00
P. Caplette, labor, 2 50
J. M. & L. D. Clenience, lumber, 5 39
$167 45
$14 01
Balance unexpended, 153 44
TOWN HALL STAGE IMPROVEMENT
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit, March 1, 1892, $177 19
EXPENDITURES.
AY. C. Edgett, labor and materials, $49 68
J. Ouinif^tte & Son, labor, 3 92
(^arpenter & Co., plush, etc., 15 31
Samuel Williams, Materials, 27 63
$96 54
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, $80 65
STREET LIGHTS
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $6,000 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn March 1, 1892, $261 32
Southbridgp Gas & Electric Co., 5,214 56
A. H. Barrett, 14 00
$5,489 88
Balance on hand.
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SALARIES.
By appropriation,
State Treasurer,
RECEIPTS.
EXPENDITURES.
$2,200 00
17 72
Account overdrawn March 1, 1892,
Board of Health
—
Dr. P. L. Creedon, services, $50 00
Dr. C. C. Bradford, services, , 50 00
Board of Assessors
—
C. W. Weld, services, stationery,
etc., 230 20
M. Farrell, services, 182 50
Wm. C. Barnes, services, 93 75
A. L. Hyde, labor for board of
assessors, 124 58
V. W. Lamoureux, services as
assessor, 1891 2, 31 25
Board of Overseers of Poor,
Board of Selectmen,
Board of Auditors
W. T. Robinson, 54 90
J. W. Ellam, 40 75
P. F. Delehanty, 40 75
Board of Registrars—
•
H. A. Morse, 9 60
J. M. Cheney, 9 60
S. T. Cutting, 9 60
F. L. Chapin, services as Treasurer,
$443 94
$100 00
662 28
300 00
300 00
136 40
28 80
150 00
$2,217 72
},121 40
Balance unexpended^ $96 32
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POLICE STATION
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation,
.
$300 00
EXPENDITURES.
Account overdrawn, $147 68
Liberty Eeynolds, care of lockup, 136 08
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co., 48 97
Geo. L. Winter, labor, 10 07
H. P. Morse, 5 00
Southbridge Water Supply Co.,
,
3 00
Thomas Lucier, 2 50
T. C. Meritt, 2 66
E. C. Ellis, 13 00
Carpenter & Co., 4 50
N. E. Putney, 1 75
A. J. Daniels, 17 85
W. D. Morse, 1 68
J. Booth & Co., . 1 50
$390 24
Amount overdrawn March 1, 1893, 90 24
WAR BELIEF.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,500 00
EXPENDITURES.
C. A. Wesson, $132 00
Albert Sanders, 36 00
Eabien Lescarbo, 88 00
Charles L. Newhall, 64 00
Johanna Donnelly, 120 00
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Matilda Rivers, 132 00
Ellen Callahan, 132 00
Harriet Ostrander, H OO AAioJ 00
Thomas Hughes, coal for Simeon Young, 3 25
Paige & Co., suit for A. Sanders, 5 26
Paige & Co., suit for Simeon Young, 10 50
W. G. Coffin, 36 00
A. H. Wheeler, clothing and shoes. 15 75
A. W. Martin, railroad fares. 5 60
V. W. Lamoureux, aid Simeon Young, 34 41
J. D. Blanchard, goods Holmes and Wesson, 35 60
^982.37
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, 517 63
ELECTRIC FIRE ALARM-
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,200 00
EXPENDITURES.
New England Gamewell Co., $1200 00
ENFORCEMENT OF LIftUOR LAW-
RECEIPTS.
Balance to credit account March 1, 1892, $871 84
EXPENDITURES.
S. W. Patterson, services as officer, $150 00
W. & W. A. Seavey, teams, 16 00
$166 00
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, 705 84
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SEWER ACCOUNT
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $22,115 52
EXPEXDTTURES.
Geo. W. Cram, contractor, $17,329 95
John J. Bowlen, pay rolls, 587 48
A. C. Moore, making surveys, etc., 189 50
G. S. Hook, services as engineer, 355 00
Advertising for proposals, 28 18
A. W. Martin, freight, 777 38
Ellam & Grant, Printing contracts, 11 30
Geo. W. Booth, services as engineer. 171 00
:N^. Y. & K E. R. R., 83 23
G. E. F. Lamoureux, assisting engineer, 194 26
City of Worcester, pipe, 127 00
Waldo Brothers, pipe. 1,248 23
W. & W. A. Seavey, 13 25
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 25 40
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber. 13 08
M. D. Morrill, 7 50
J. M. Olney, freight on pipe. 63 25
N. E. Putney, 6 90
H. H. Mitchell, flush tank, 44 50
Geo. L. Winter, 8 25
$21,294 64
Balance unexpended, 820 98
TOWN HALL CONTINGENT.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,500 00
Kent of hall, 200 00
$1,700 00
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EXPENDITURES.
Amount overdrawn March 1, 1892, $443 94
Stephen Keating, services as janitor, 600 00
Southbridge Gas & Electric Co., 294 61
Southbridge Coal Co., 94 65
Felix Cadarette, labor, 5 62
Geo. L. Winter, hardware, 1 15
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 39 00
A. B. Goodier, 32 13
Augustus Daniels, 84 00
T. C. Merritt, 2 75
Peter Caplette, services as janitor one week, 15 00
H. L. Smith, repairs. 2 88
W. D. Morse, supplies. 2 39
$1,618 12
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, $81 88
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENT.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $300 00
Balance unexpended March 1, 1892, 29 15
Interest from cemetery fund, 235 22
From work and grading lots, 144 50
EXPENDITURES.
Amount overdrawn March 1, 1892, $29 15
Paid Edwin Bacon for work, self, men and
team, 152 23
Samuel Williams, pay roll for self, men
and teams, 643 54
$708 8-
$824 92
Overdrawn, $126 05
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CRYSTAL STREET EXTENSION
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,100 00
EXPENDITURES.
G. J. Lamoureux, land damage, $850 00
J. J. Bowlen, pay rolls, 209 75
J. Ouimette & Son, sharpening tools, 5 85
P. H. Carpenter & Co., powder and fuse, 2 60
Jos. Williams, nails, 45
f 1,068 65
Balance to credit March 1, 1892, $31 35
MECHANIC STREET EXTENSION
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $3,600 00
Cash for Geo. W. Cram, 150 00
EXPENDITURES.
Cryil Ethier, land damage, $600 00
Harvey J. Gallinger, land damage, 50 00
J. J. Bowlen, pay rolls, 1,319 68
0. J. Aldrich, labor moving fence, 20 38
H. P. Cummings Co., bridge abutments, 1,000 00
K. &. A. M. Morse, rock, 52 00
J. M. Olney, expenses to Springfield, 21 00
P. Caplette, labor, 7 50
;3,070 56
Balance unexpended, $679 44
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SPECIAL SCHOOL HOUSE REPAIRS
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1200 00
EXPENDITURES.
Calvin Claflin, labor, $238 43
Michael Egan, painting, 214 26
W. H. Claflin, labor self and men, 69 64
0. J. Aldrich, labor and material, 51 32
J. M. Ammidown, painting and setting glass, 33 74
Smead Warming & Ventilating Co., 180 00
W. H. Clarke, hardware, 46 98
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber, 29 84
T. C. Merritt, labor, 37 76
H. L. Smith, plumbing, 209 70
Geo. L. Winter, hardware, 10 01
$1,121 68
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, $128 32
MECHANIC STREET WALK.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $200 00
Assessments, 672 25
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. Bowlen, pay rolls, 336 16
J. M. &. L. D. Clemence, lumber, 9 65
Sidewalk account, 241 15
$586 96
Balance to credit account, $85 29
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ORCHARD STREET
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $180 00
EXPENDITURES.
J. J. BowleD, pay rolls, $149 90
Balance to credit account, IMarch 1, 1893 $30 10
SIDEWALKS.
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation, $1,000 00
Balance from last year, 101 79
Aniounc charged to Mechanic street, 241 15
By check, 18 96
By order, 3 75
Methodist society, 15 00
J. J. Oakes, 13 60
Wm. Booth, 9 17
W. H. Searles, 7 67
Order Mechanic St. walk, 65 00
EXPENDITURES.
$1,476 09
J. J. Bowlen, pay rolls and services, $955 91
Hamilton Woolen Co., sand, 78 35
Sylvester Dresser, brick, 60 00
A. W Martin, freight, etc., 40 66
Worcester Gas Light Co., tar, 288 56
Warren Chemical Co., asphalt, 20 19
Lamson & Woodbury, 120 25
Geo. L. Winter, 5 07
Jos. Williams, 3 25
Y. & E. K. B., freight, 1 93
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J. W. Allison & Co.,.pitch, 87 75
J. Ouiniette & Son, 7 18
J. M. & L. D. Cleinence, kindling, 4 23
Chas. Hyde, 6 13
Estate of Geo. S. Stone & Co., repairs, 7 30
A. L. Hyde, wood, 1 25
E. C. Ellis, supplies, i>7
$51,687 98
Overdrawn March 1, 1893, 211 98
HIGHWAYS
RECEIPTS.
By appropriation. $4,500 00
South street account. 300 00
Charlton road culvert, 100 00
EXPENDITURES
Amount overdrawn ^larch 1, 1892, $278 87
J. J. Bowlen, services as road commissioner
and pay rolls for men. 4,004 83
W. S. Ciaflin, 114 77
Geo. L. Winter, hardware, ^ 35
Estate of Geo. S. Stone & Co., repairing tools, 19 55
Jos. Williams, hardware, 11 15
James H. Mason, shoveling snow. 1 75
Lamson & Woodbury, flag stones, 83 60
J. M. & L. D. Clemence, lumber. 16 15
Wm. H. Clarke, supplies. 41 74
Weld & Prindle, shovels, 10 80
Amasa Haskell, labor men and teams. 35 00
Derosier & L'Homme, repairs. 1 55
J. Ouimette & Son, repairing tools, 17 97
$4,900 00
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Patrick Cassion, cleaning crossings, 15 00
P. H. Carpenter & Co., powder and fuse, 1 00
M. D. Morrill, three rollers. 2 00
Southbridge Water Supply Co., 3 55
Pay roll, graveling South street, 101 64
Hamilton Woolen Co., sand, 24 00
Central Mills Co., rent of barn, / 5 00
W. C. Edgett, repairing tools, 6 75
$4,800 02
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, $104 98
STATE AID
RECEIPTS.
By balance from last year, $108 31
^rom State Treasurer, 340 00
EXPENDITURES.
Fred. L. Holmes, $66 00
Julia Seymour, 44 00
Samuel Young, 66 00
Fred. Kind, 66 00
Louis ^tountain, 44 00
John Stone, 44 00
Jean P. Boniface, 55 00
Terrence Smith, 48 00
A. H. Barrett, 44 00
Daniel Smith, Jr., 44 00
Alex. Wald, 54 00
Lucien Bates, 32 00
Linus Albee, 20 00
$448 31
$627 00
Amount overdrawn, $178 69
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MILITARY AID
RECEIPTS,
By appropriation,
Balance from last year.
From state treasury,
David Fairfield,
Simeon Young,
EXPENDITURES.
$200 00
252 00
95 00
$110 00
90 00
$547 00
$200 00
Balance to credit account March 1, 1893, $347 00
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Bridges, $227 94 $62:5 81 $385 87 $200 00
Contintreiit account. 2,500 00 3,488 00 988 00 3,200 00
Cemetery improve'ts.. 70S 87 824 92 126 05 500' 00
Common schools. 11,552 00 11,459 50 99 53 11,500 00
Contingent schools. 2,612 38 2,584 18 28 20 2,400 00
Evening sch<:K»Is, 600 00 596 15 3 85 600 00
Engine men. 1.910 00 1,900 00 10 00 1,900 00
Fire department. 1,010 54 1,172 59 161 76 1,200 00
High school. 2, S43 46 2,298 50 544 96 2,400 00
Highways, 4,900 00 4,800 02 99 98 5,000 00
Insurance, 500 00 910 58 410 58 650 00
Interest, :5,500 00 3.026 91 471 09 3,500 00
Memorial day. 100 CK) 100 00 100 00
MUitia, .590 18 606 05 15 S7 200 00
MUitary aid. 547 00 200 00 374 00 200 00
Outside poor. 4,S5S 70 4,314 16 402 54 :5,500 00
Police station. 300 00 390 24 90 24 300 00
Printing, 500 00 634 76 i:^ 76 650 00
Public Library, 2,238 30 2,080 37 157 93 1,500 00
& dog tax.
Hailing highways. 16^ 45 14 01 15:5 44 100 00
S'dale schoolhonse. 2,-500 00 2539 80 :59 80
School apparatus. 188 29 152 09 :56 20 100
Sidewalks, 1,476 09 1,687 98 211 98 1,000 00
Sinking fund. 5,200 00
State aid. 448 31 627 00 178 96
Salaries, 2,217 72 2,121 40 96 32 2,200 00
Street Lights, 6,000 m 5,489 88 510 12 6,000 00
Support of poor. 2,7&5 11 2,1.50 98 6^ 13 1,400 00
Special school repairs. 1,200 00 1,121 68 128 :52
Town Hall stage imp. 177 19 96 54 80 65
Town Hall cont'g't. 1,700 00 1,618 14 81 88 1,200 00
War relief. 1,500 00 982 37 517 63 1,000 00
Water Supply Co.. 1,150 (JO 1,150 00 1,150 00
<
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Yaluatioiis.
VALUATION OF THE TOWN FOR 1892
Valaation of real estate, 82,500,151 Ol>
Valuation of personal estate. 891.(X)5 00
S3.391.156 00
Gain on real estate, 115,761 00
Loss on personal estate, 14.468 (M)
Total gain, SlOl 293
Total tax—state, county and town. 55.019 64
Rate of taxation, per $1000, 15 25
Total number of polls, 1.653
horses, 556
cows, 581
sheep. 117
neat cattle other than eo^Ys. 224
swine, 58
d^-elling houses, 947
acres of land, 12,012
fowls, 1,778
VALUATION OF CENTER WATCH DISTRICT
Valuation of real and personal estate. 1,;^9,854 00
Gain in valuation over 1890, 67,153 00
Amount raised by taxation. 1,500 00
Rate of taxation, per Si.000. 1 10
JOHN' w. ella:\[.
p. F, DELEHAXTY.
Auditors.

Keport of the Library Committee.
LIBRARIAN.
MISS. A. JEANNETTE COMINS.
ASSISTANT LIBRARIANS.
MISS MOLLY KELLY, MISS AXXIE W. PLIMPTON.
The Library Committee respectfully present their twenty-
third annual report for the year ending February 28, 1893.
FINANCIAL STATEMENT.
RECEIPTS.
Balance, March 1, 1892, $139 43
Appropriation at annual meeting, 1,500 00
Dog fund for 1891, 534 77
Recived by Librarian for fines, etc., 64 10
EXPENDITURES.
Miss A. J. Comins, services as librarian
and assistants and janitor, $900 00
A. J. Comins, paid for express, freights, etc., 52 48
Book account, 685 58
Southbridge Gas and Electric Co., for gas, 168 11
E. S. Ellis, for coal, 48 00
G. M. Lovell for labor on catalogue, 100 00
W. C. Barnes, for paper-lighters, etc., 26 29
$2238 30
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F. E. Beach, for printing, 6 50
G. L. Winter, labor, 4 25
W. E. Parker, cards and slips, 'Jo 50
American Library Association, member-
ship fe^s, 2 00
W. P. Plimpton, for wood, 5 25
J. Booth & Co., for painting, 19 35
G. ^r. Loveil, for tablets, for pictures, 1 50
C. Claflin, for labor, 22 07
Library Bureau, for supplies, 13 69
32,080 37
Balance :March 11, 1893, 157 93
MYNOTT FUND.
RECEIPTS.
Balance on hand March 1, 1892, $27 40
Interest to Jan. 1, 1893, Southbridge Sav-
ings Bank, 42 72
EXPENDITURES.
W. C. Barnes, books, 46 22
Geo. W. Corey, papers, 4 00
$70 12
S.50 21
Balance on hand March 1. 1893, $19 90
REMARKS.
Statistics show that of the 351 towns and cities of Mass
achusetts, 211 contain free public Libraries that are entirely
under municipal controlj 29 contain Libraries the use of which
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is entirely free, and in the manasjement of which the municipal-
ity IS in some form represented; 22 contain Libraries to which
the town or city appropriates money, but over which it has no
contract ; 21 contain fi-ee Libraries, supported entirely by
private benefactions, and 2 have Libraries owned and con-
trolled by the towns, but charo^e a small fee for the use of the
books; and 6G towns have no public libraries. This is a record
unequalled by any state in the Union. Our town, the commit-
tee are pleased to say, contains the largest, best equipped and
most complete Library of any town of equal population in the
state or in Xew England. This is a fact that the committee
think is not entirely realized by the citizens of the town, and
should be a source of prids to all and everyone of those enjo}--
ing the privileges of our Libraiy. Looking over the list of
libraries in other Xew England states, we find that in the state
of Rhode Island, only one place, and that the city of Providence,
has a larger free Library than Southbridge. Xo city or town in
Vermont has a free Library equal to ours ; and in the state of
of Xew Hampshire only three cities have larger Libraries than
we possess. Our Library is rich in books of reference, historical
and biographical literature, and in the department of general
reading matter. This high standard has been attained by a care-
ful and conservative management, and has been fo^stered by the
liberal appropriations of the town toward its support. Your
committee made the annual examination at the Library on Feb.
22, and found the books, papers, periodicals, and other property
of the Library in a good condition and recommend the usual
appropriation of $1,500 and the dog fund.
For the Committee,
J. M. COCHRAX, Secretary.

Librarian's Report*
In preparing the report of the past year, the twenty third an-
nual report of the Library, the twentieth of my connection with
it, there seems even more tlian heretofore, reasons for congratu-
lation that its resources are so great, and so well .recognized.
The greater use made of works of reference, and books treating
upon scientific and literary subjects, as well as historical and
biographical studies, impress us with the fact that our Library
not only contains large educational resources, but that which is
of more importance, the people are educating themselves to use
them. Treasures unused are valueless. To learn how to make
books useful to us, is in itself an education. Perhaps it is to-
wards this development, guardians of Libraries should quite as
much direct their attention, as towards the selecting and storing
of valuable works upon the shelves. One great ^nd inestimable
help towards this result, is a full and complete indexing of books.
Without a complete and carefully prepared catalogue, valuable
works are liable to be unused, even by the student, and entirely
overlooked by the ordinary reader.
We can testify to the value of a subject indexed catalogue,
having been one of the first to adopt this system, our first being
issued in 1876. But many improvements have been made during
the years that have intervened, and many more doubtless will be
made in the coming years. During the last year, Mr. Geo. M.
Lovell, chairman of the Library committee, has continued the
work, mentioned in our last report, viz: revising our card cata-
logue, and making a fuller subject index. The work is now more
than half completed, and is found by those who make use of it to
be of great value. We trust the work will, the oming year, be
continued. Since patrons have had freer access to the shelves,
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we have been unsuccessful in our attempts to keep an accurate
account of the number used in the Library rooms. Hence our re-
port shows only the number issued for home use.
We cannot in justice close this report without mentioning in
terms of commendation the services of our assistants. The fre-
quenc}' with wiiich we hear from our patrons, words of apprecia-
tion of their cheerfulness and alacrity in serving them, leads us
to feel this public acknowledgement is due to them.
Among the most popular of the w^orks of lictioii added the
past year are J. M. Barrie's, Capt. Charles King's and W. Clark
KusselTs. In the juvenile section G. A. Henty's and Kosa N.
Cary's meet with great favor, and J. T. Trowbridge's stories are
always in demand. ]Miss Buckley's and Miss Bamford's juvenile
works upon natural history, are also highly appreciated. Among
the important works in history are voh 3 of Mac Master's "His-
tory of the United States", Fronde's "Divorce of Catherine of
Arragon"', ••Blue Jackets of 7(5" b}^ W. Abbot, ^'Discovery of
America" by Jolm Fiske, -Three episodes of Massachusetts His-
tory" by C. F. Adams, and vols. 6 and 7 of Von Hoist's "Consti-
tutional History''.
In biography anion;; the most valuable are '-Abraham Lin-
coln" by Carl Schurz, ''William II of Germany" by H. Frederic,
"Recollections" by Geo. W. Childs, "The Chancellor" by M.
Busch, "London letters" by Geo. Smalley, •'Famous women of
the French Court", 13 vols., by I. de Saint Amand, "Men and
events of forty years" by J- B. Grinnell, '-Charles Sumner" by
A. L. Daw^es, "Thomas Paine" by M. D. Conway and "Sir Philip
Sidiiey'" by H. K. F. Bourne. In travels and description "Bright
skies and dark shadows" by H. ]M. Field, "Beneath two flags"
(Salvation army) by B. Booth, '-Cathedral days" by A. B.
l)odd, and "Travels amongst the great Andes of the Ecjuator" by
E. Whymper. In scientihc and educational works '-Sharp eyes"
by W. H. Gibson, -'China collecting in America" by A. M. Earle,
and "A move for better roads" by L. ^I. Haupt. In poetry
"Lyrics and sonnets" by E. M. Thomas, "Locrinc" by A. C.
Swinburne, "Poems by the way" by William Morris, "City fetis-
vals" by Will Carleton, and "Marah" by E. R. Bulwer-Ly tton.
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In literary and aesthetic works '-Old shrines and ivy" by W.
Winter, ^'Concerning all of us" by T. W. Higginson, ''In door
studies" by John Burroughs, "As we were saying" by C. D. War-
ner, "Essays in Little" by A. Lang, and "Criticisms in tiction" by
W. D. Howells. In religious works "Light of the world and
other sermons" by Pliillips iU'ooks, "Peace of tlie Church" by
W. 11. Huntington, "Religions of the ancient world" by George
Rawlinson, "Addresses" by H. Drummond, "Death and after-
wards" by Sir E. Arnold and "Jerusalem" by M. 0. \V. Oliphant.
In the Reference section "Gems and precious stones" by G. F.
Kunz. "Atlas of Massachusetts. Topographical Survey, 1884-
1890." "Annual American Catalogue 1891" and the American
Library Association's. "Index to General literature".
Tiie usual statistical tables and list of donors are appended:
GENERAL STATEMENT.
BOOKS, ETC.
-TO
o
- GO
^ O
7-
Books in Library,
Pamphlets in Library,
Periodicals (odd numbers) in Library,
Total uid)ound material,
14,307 548
566
353
93
141
45
111
919 234 156
14,852
614
383
997
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ACCESSIONS.
Purchases, 281
Binding of periodicals and pamphlets, 132
Exchange of Mr. Ammidown's histories, 12
Gifts, 123
548
Deduct witlidrawals,
545
Add number in library March 1, 1892, 14,307
Present number in tiie library, 14,852
CLASSIFICATION.
[acoessiox axd circulation.]
Rank of
Classes.
No.
Added.
No. in
Library. Ci:
No.
rcMilated.
Per-
centage.
1 Fiction, 73 1,608 7,114 41.92
2 Juvenile works, [ranks as
fiction], 28 970 3,680 21.13
3 History, 34 1,196 585 3.55
4 Biography, 51 1,315 421 2.53
5 Travels and description. 24 780 608 3.69
6 Poetry and drama. 9 586 338 1.99
7 Scientific and educational. 10 734 268 1.68
8 Literary and aesthetical, 14 983 341 2.02
9 Religious and philosophical, 13 499 95 .66
10 Complete works, 00 255 114 .79
11 Miscellaneous works. 9 419 188 1.10
12 Hound periodicals. 80 1,284 481 2.84
13 Agricultural wo»'ks, 00 190 29 .17
14 Law documents, [reserved], tJ 187 00 00
15 Mass. public documents. 12 430 3 .01
IG U. S. Public documents. 90 1,319 8 .04
17 French books, 20 226 2,278 13.42
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18 Unbound magazines, [single
numbers]. 00 00 370 2.18
R. Reference section, 25 684 40 .29
D. Duplicates, 43 464 00 .00
A. L. Ammidown section, [re-
served], 12 903 00 00
548 14,852^^
> as.
16,970 100.00
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CIRCULATION.
From March 1, 1892, to March 1, 1893.
ISSUED FOR HOME USE.
Total number of volumes issued from the library, 16,970
Largest number issued any day, Feb. 25, 150
Smallest number issued any day, June 14, 12
Average issue per day, 55
NUMBER AVilO HAVE TAKEX BOOKS FROM THE LIBRARY.
Accounts open from the beginning, 4.981
Accounts cancelled from the beginning, 2,398
Accounts opened the past year, 297
Accounts now open, 2,583
DONORS AND GIFTS
Unbound
Books. Pamphlets. Periodicals.
Ammidown, H. P. 14
Angel, Geo. T., Boston, Mass., 2
Beach, F. E., 1 15
Boston Public Library, Boston, Mass., 1
Brett, W. H., Librarian, Cleveland, Ohio, ^
public librarj^, 1
Brookline Public Library, Brookline,
Mass., 1
Clem-ence, Mrs. Sarah H., 2
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. 1
Atlas, 11 5
Chicago Public Library, Chicago, 111., ' 1
Colby University, Waterville, Maine, 7
Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 111,, 8
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Unboiiiul
Books, ramplilets. Periodicals.
Concord Public Library, Concord,
Mass., 1
Concord Public Library, Concord, X, H.. 1
Dalton, J. G Boston, Mass., 1
Department of Agriculture, Wash., D. C, 2 2
Department of Interior, Wash., D. C, 47 17
Department of State, Wash., D. C
,
5 18
Drennan, Kev. J. B. 1
Dresser, C. A. 1
Gordon, H. L., Chicago, 111., 1
Hamilton Public Library, Hamilton,
Ontario, 1
Harvard University, Cambridge, Mass., 2
Hopedale Public Library, Hopedale,
Mass., 1
Kansas State Historical Society, Kan., 1
Kingman, Miss Elizabeth, Matlield,
Mass., 1
Leicester Publi3 Library, Leicester,
Mass., 1
Leonard, B. A. 2 7
Morse, Edwin T. 4 126
Newberry Library, Chicago, 111., 1
New Haven Public Library, New Haven,
Conn., 1
Newton Public Library, Newton, Mass., 1
Oxford Public Library, Oxford, Mass., I
Pennsylvania University, Venn , 1 1
Pope, Col. A. A. Pope, Boston, ^lass., 1
Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, N. Y. 1
Providence Public Library, Prov. R. I., 1
Kice, Hon. W. W.
_15
St. Louis Public Library, St. Louis, Mo., ^ 1
Salem Public Librarv, Salem, Mass., vl
Smithsonian Institution, Wash., D. C., 1 ^- - " 2
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Unbound
Books. I'amphlets. I'eriocliculs,
Springfield Public Library, Springfield,
Mass., 1
Sunset Club, Chicago, ill., 1
Walker, Hon. J. H. 17
War Department, Washington, D.. C, 1
Webster Public Library, Web., Mass., 1
Woman's Suffrage Association, 1
West Brookfield Public Library, West
Brooklield, Mass.. 1
Worcester Polytechnic Institution,
Worcester, Mass., 1
Worcester Public Library^ Worcester,
Mass., 1
132 93 141
GIFTS TO READING ROOM
Angel, Geo. T, Editor, Boston, Mass. ''Our Dumb Animals.*'
lieach, F. E., Editor. "Southbridge Journal."
Darling, Linus, Editor. "Massachusetts Ploughman."
Ellam, J. W. & Grant Geo., Editors. *-Southbridge Press," and
the "Architects and Builder's edition of the Scientific
American."
Hartwell, Mrs. Geo. H. A portrait of her husband.
Massachusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass. "Bulletins
of the Hatch Experiment Station."
Mynott Fund. "Christian Advocate" and "^[ethodist Review."
Newliall, Charles L. The Magazine "Home and Country."
Phuenix Council. "The lloyal Arcanum."
Robinson, Wni. T., Editor. "Southbridge Herald."
Rogers, Mrs. Anna B., Worcestei', Mass. "The Critic."
Springfield Public Library, Springfield, Miss. "Library
Bulletin."
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United States Patent Office. ''Official Gazette."
Universalist Society, ''Christian Leader."
Walker, Hon. J. H. "Congressional Record."
Whitaker, Mrs. AUie E., Editor. The Magazine^ '-Health."
Whitaker, Geo. M., Editor. "New England Farmer."
Woman's Christian Temperance Union. "New England Hom-^."
GIFTS TO MUSEUM.
Hobbs, Mrs Sarah C. A piece of Magnesia Limestone from the
Monnment in Bennington, Vermont. A piece of the
Natural Bridge at North Adams, Mass.
Marsh, Eitz Henry. Powder, bullets and two pieces of the
paper cartridges in which they were brought home, from
the war of the Ee volution in his cartridge box, by John
Marsh, of Southbridge, (then Sturbridge) and have been
kept in tlie family of John Marsh, Jr., to Aug, 1892,
when they were presented to the Library for the Museum
by his son.
Respectfully submitted,
A. JEANNETTE COMINS, Librarian.
Selectmen's Report,
The year that has just drawn to a close has been an event-
ful one. Large expenditures have been made owing to the de-
mands of our citizens, who take great pride in the growth and
prosperity of the town. The appropriations made in the spring,
were not sufficient for the maintenance of the several depart-
ments. A deficiency in some of the accounts has been handed
down to successors in office a little heimx added every year for
the last few years until now some of the accounts are largely
overdrawn, which will be satisfactorily explained in the detailed
report of the Board of Auditors. In the large expenditures com-
mitted to us, economy has been our watch-word. We believe in
improvements which necessitates expenditures whereby good
results can be shown. Our citizens are progressive and their
demands large. The construction of the sewer which is now
completed, with the exception of the flush tank at the drinking
fountain, cose double the estimate, although bids were advertised
for, and the contract let to a responsible party with heavy bonds.
Yet owing to errors in surveys, speciiications and plans drawn up
by the engineer some two or three years ago, we found that we
could save several thousand dollars by new surveys and change
of grade on Central street. We caused these changes to be made
and although the work on this street was very expensive owing
to the large amount of rock cutting, we are glad to say that we
have a first class sewer system and have kept within the appro-
priations. From information that we got from those that had
experience in sewers we deemed it best to increase the size of
the pipe along the entire line which added somewhat to the cost.
Yet we believe by increasing the size of pipe the sewer is good
for 50 years to come. Central Mills Co. agreed for the nominal
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rental of one dollar per year to give the town the right to lay six
inch pipe through their mill yard connecting with a pen stock
from the canal, thereby giving us, as we have been assured by
competent engineers, one of the best sewer flushing arrangements
in the country. There is now on file in the Selectmen's offlce a
location plan showing frontage and giving number of feet of as-
sessable property of every abutter along the line of the sewer.
Proper rules and regulations will be adopted for entering the
sewer.
The Doyle case is settled and we are glad to say that there
is no other case pending against the town. Tne Worcester, Lei-
cester and Spencer Electric Railroad Co., applied for a franchise
within the limits of the town. After giving several hearings and
thoroughly investigating the matter we deemed it wise and for
the best interests of the town to grant the same. AVe have every
reason to believe that the work will be commenced 1^3^ -May 1st.
and completed before Nov. 1st. of this year.
The Mechanic street bridge is now completed and is being
put in place. It is not an elaborate affair but a good, substantial
structure and built for business.
Williams street, owing to the lateness of the season, was not
commenced. We should have been very glad to have built the
street for the convenience of those living upon it. The work will
probably be pushed early in the spring.
HIGHWAYS
There was a balance against this account of $278.87 at the
commencement of the year. AVe close the year with a balance to
the credit of the account of $104.98 which sum would have been
sufficent to have met the ordinary expenses for the montli of
March, but owing to the severe snow storm the filling and block-
ing up of our streets and roads, we shall reccommend a special
appropriation for the payment of bills contracted on this account.
The amount ot work that has been done and the good condition
of our roads and streets, shows good and efficient management on
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the part of our Street Commissioner.
Four new streets have been built and all are in good condition
for travel; all have been built within the appropriations.
We would recommend the sum of five thousand dollars for re-
pairs of Highways and a special appropriation of one thousand
dollars for the clearing of the streets and town roads of snow.
CONTINGENT.
This account is overdrawn $987.35. There was a balance against
this account last year of $840.73. There were bills outstanding,
connected with the Doyle case $225.00, vaccination bill $164.00,
and salary of superintendent of cemetery $100.00, making in all
$489.00 which there had been no provision made for payment,
and was paid. We would recommend the sum of $3,200.00, be
appropriated. This will wipe out the old balance which has been
accumulating for years, and pay the expenses for the coming
year.
SIDEWALKS
The town owns a number of miles of sidewalks and are building
more every year. Some of the old brick walks are getting into
an unsafe condition and must be repaired either with new brick
or concrete; of the two we advise concrete. It may cost a trifle
more but is the cheapest in the end. We have reset curbing, re-
paired gutters, and concreted walk on Hamilton stieet, also on
Main street. Also recovered walks about the town where
needed. We have built on the west side of Mechanic street a
new concrete walk which is now an established walk, belonging
to the town. We would recommend the sum of $1000 for this
account.
BRIDGES
This account is largely overdrawn,, owing to the condition of
our bridges. Our attention was called to the condition of Cen-
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tral street bridge and also to River street bridge. Before pro
ceeding to any large outlay we thought it advisable to have an
examination b}' a practical bridgeman. We consulted Mr. Henry
Manley, of Boston, Chief of the Engineering Department, who
has charge of constructing and repairing of all bridges in Boston,
who came here and examined the above bridges. He at once con-
demned Central street bridge and ordered a few repairs for River
street bridge, with a recommendation for the town to consider,
which will be presented at the April meeting. The general re-
pairs of Central street bridge and the slighc repairs of River
street bridge, with the replanking and new stringers for the
Chestnut street bridge and the replanking of one of the Sanders-
dale bridges has overdrawn the account. We would recommend
for ordinary re2:)airs of the balance against this account the sum
of $600.
BAILINGS.
The railings are in good repair. We have put up no new
railing this year, but the building of the new streets will
necessicate new railing, and we would recommend the sum of
^100 be appropriated for that purpose.
FIRE DEPARTMENT
The introduction of the Fire Alarm has been a very important
factor in this department ; and under the very efficient manage-
ment of Chief Engineer, Charles E. Wilson, the department has
been ably managed and his report will give more particularly
the condition of the department and of work done the past year.
INSURANCE.
The insurance policies on the Town Hall building having
expired »Ian. 1st, 1893, and no provision having been made for
the payment of the premiums, and the renewals of all other
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j)olicies on town property, has very largely overdrawn this
account. There is a balance against this account of f410 58.
We recommend the sum of $650 for this account.
WAR RELIEF.
The large credit to this account of $411.99 is owing to a num-
ber of our soldiers and widows of soldiers having received
pensions during the past year, which has relieved this account
very much. Where we were assisting the families of 12 soldiers
last year we are now giving aid to only six. We would rec-
ommend the sum of $1,000 for this account.
MILITIA.
We would recommend the usual appropriation for this
account, as the citizens take great pride in the maintenance of
Co. K.
STREET LIGHTS
As these have become an indispensible convenienc'e, we would
recommend the sum of $6,000 for this account.
TOWN HALL CONTINGENT
There is a credit to this account of $175.87 and no outstanding
bills. Owing to the extreme cold weather the past winter the
heating of the Town Hall has been a large item of expense.
Some may ask why this large expense of running the Town
Hall? They must not forget that this heating, lighting and
care of school rooms, which should go to school appropriations,
is paid from this account. We would suggest that some arrange-
ment be made, whereby a portion of this expense be paid from
the school fund.
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We would recommend that the vault in the selectmen's room
be fitted up with shelves and drawers, where all books, plans and
records of the Town should be kept. We recommend the sum
of $1,200 for this account.
Respectfully submitted,
J. M. OLNEY,
V. W. LAMOUEEUX,
A. W. MARTIN.
Selectmen of Southbridge.
Report of Cemetery Committee.
Since the last annual meeting of the town two members of the
committee, Theodore Harrington and Henry Walker declined to
serve. The vacancies were filled by the election of C. A. Paige
6hosen secretary and Thomas Sanders, chairman. Samuel
Williams was appointed superintendent of the cemetery with a
salary of $100 a year. Mr. Williams accepted the position and
has shown much interest in his work and has made many im-
provements to the satisfaction and approval of the committee;
much more work remains to be done and with a reasonable
appropriation annually the cemetery can be much improved and
made pleasant and attractive as the committee and the citizens of
the town wish to have it. The cemetery fund amounts to
16,239 25, with $225 paid into the treasury since the 1st of
March, too late to be credited to the account which appears in
the Treasurer's Keport as $6,014 25. The amount received for
sale of lots $385; for perpetual care of lots, $270 ; for work
grading lots, etc., $144.50; total, $799.50. The receipts in
detail can be found in the committee's cash account. No part of
the cemetery fund can be used except the interest. The com-
mittee think the am.ount will soon or ought to reach $10,000,
with a five per cent interest will earn $500 a year. The com-
mittee recommend owners of lots to provide for p^rpetii il care
as a wise thing to do. And we wish to thank Alvah Hyde, Esq.,
for assistance during the year, writing and recording deeds of
the sale and for the perpetual care of lots without charge. We
recommend an appropriation of $700 for tiie ensuing year.
OS REPORT OF CEMETERY COMMITTEE.
Herewith we submit the report of Samuel Williams, Sup't.
To the Cemetery Committee: Gentlemen:
When you appointed me superintendent last May, I found to
the credit of cemetery improvement account, $29.15 left over
from last year and the balance of the 1892 appropriation $224.77
and with the interest on Cemetery Fund, $235.22 sale of one
perpetual care, marker and for work grading, etc., $144.50, and
for uncollected work 18.45 a total of $651.89.
EXPENDITURES.
Account books, $5 35
Tools, 13 74
Repairs of Tools, 8 67
Flowers, 15 00
2,000 Tulip bulbs to flower this spring, 27 50
Team work in cemetery, 11 00
Team work drawing loam for lots. 62 00
Loam for grading lots, 48 00
Labor of men, 416 80
For other work and small jobs painting
tomb door, iron pump and pump
platform, etc., 20 00
For 14 seats, 15 50
$643 54
Balance to credit account, $8 35
Grass was cut live times all over the yard during the season
and perpetual care lots as often as needed. It cost as near as
can be estimated $45 to cut the grass each time. Have filled up
165 graves that were caved in and brought them up to grade at a
cost of about forty cents each
;
graded and regraded 12 lots at
the cemetery's expense, belonging to parties that have passed
awav and no one left to care for them. The labor account on
the lots was about $50. The balance was used for avenue work,
making flower beds and general repairs and improvement-. The
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grass was sold for six dollars to be paid for in manure, a part
delivered last year, the remainder to be delivered this spring.
A detailed account of the above expenditures with vouches has
been given the committee during the year.
Kespectfully Yours,
SAMUEL WILLIAMS, Superintendent.
CEMETERY FUND ACCOUNT.
Amount in treasury March 1, 1892, .SooS4 25
Amount rf^ceived of Samuel Williams, Sup-
erintendant, for sale of lots and perpet-
ual care, 430 00
Credit account March 1, 1893, .§6,014 25
CEMETERY IMPROVEMENTS.
RECEIPTS.
Balance in treasury March ], 1892, $29 15
Appropriation April 1892, 300 00
Interest from Cemetery Fund, 235 22
Received of Samuel Williams, for work grad-
ing lets, 144 50
EXPENDITU RES.
Paid Edwin Bacon, work self, men and
teams, in April, $75 23
Paid Samuel Williams, pay roll for men and
teams and supplies, 643 54
8708 87
8718 77
Account overdrawn.
Due the account for work not paid. $17 25.
$9 90
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CASH ACCOUNT.
Itpceived of Samuel Williams, snperintendant aijd paid Town
Treasurer.
For Sale Lots
—
Allenn)obson,
.f15 00
Company K Infantry, 15 00
Seth Keeler, 15 00
Estate E. B. Weld, 40 00
Wm. Hughes, single grave, 5 00
Estate Sarah E. Ames, lot, 35 00
Mrs. George H. Bonnet, lot, 15 00
Mrs. Mary T. Ammidown, addition to lot, 20 00
Charles S. Edmonds, 50 00
P. H. & C. V. Carpenter, addition to lot. 10 00
Linus F. Davis, lot, 20 00
:\[rs. Wm. T. Robinson, lot, 50 00
^[rs. Adella and Emerson Morse, lot, 50 00
A. J. Morris, lot in part, 15 00
Lucy ]VL Irving, lot in part, 5 00
E. D. Ammidown, lot, 25 00
For Perpetual Care
—
George Wilcox, .$50 00
Estate of E. T. Litchfield, .30 00
Estate of Mary F. Leonard, 50 00
Liberty Phelps, 50 00
John M. Cheney, 30 00
Henry C. Curtis, 30 00
Jennie F. Litchfield, 30 00
For Work Grading, etc.
—
Mrs. Mary T. Ammidown, .$.30 00
C. A. Paige, 22 75
P. H. & C. V. Cari^enter, 50
John Hanson, 7 75
$385 00
$270 00
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Samuel Young 5 00
Mrs. James K. Young, 7 75
Miss Fidelia Simpson, 6 75
Linus Davis, 8 00
Mrs. Joseph Tufts, 4 75
Mrs. George Bonnet, 2 00
George F. Northup, 3 00
Wm. Back, 5 00
Ernest Knowles, 5 00
Oliver Streeter, 6 50
James B. Ware, 4 50
Curran, 7 00
H. J. Conant, Worcester, 8 75
Patrick Phalan^ l^marker, 50
$144 50
$799 50
THOMAS SANDEKS,
C 'A. PAIGE,
L, S. AMMIDOWN,
T. JEROME HARRINGTON,
CHAUNCEY BROWN,
Cemetery Committee.

Keport of Overseers of the Poor.
FARM AND ALMSHOUSE
The amount of orders drawn for the support of the poor is
$2,141.
The whole number of inmates during the year 18, with an
average" of 15 all the year.
The net cost for farm support $2.07 per week and includes
services of superintendent and matron, all hired help and ser-
vices of Physician. The inventory of personal is $3,o32, against
$3,155 last year, a gain of $177.
The maaagement and care of the property by Mr. and Mrs.
George F. Northup, superintendent and matron, has been to the
satisfaction and approval of the Overseers who have secured their
services for another year, and will commence on their fifteenth
year of continuous service.
The expenditures have been kept within the appropriation
with a balance of $643 to the credit of the account.
For the support of the poor at the Alms House we recommend
for the ensuing year an appropriation of $1,500, also $200 for
repairs of buildings.
INMATES AT ALMSHOUSE
*John Clarke,
"^Charles Congdon,
*Lucy Harding,
aged:86
[aged 47
aged 63
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"^Johii Murphy, aged 69
^Catherine VVeiclij aged 77
*i)aniel Holdeii, aged 72
*Kegina Fogle, aged <
1
Jvate Mcljratii, aged Jo
^Harriet Clark, aged 52
=*Mary J. McColgan, aged 53
*John McCarty, aged 66
^Catherine Curry, aged 72
John Curry, aged 53
*George Sayles, aged 85
Adelia Davis, aged 56
Ann Coldric, aged 57
Ann Mitchel, aged 50
Lewis Homan n, aged 65
Whole number of inmates 18.
Those with an * were inmates March 1.
ACCOUNT OF CASH
Received and paid Town Treasurer by C. A. Paige for ac-
count of the Overseers of the Poor for the year ending Feb. 28
1893.
George F. Nortliup, for sale of produce at
farm, $364 10
James Munroe, for amount paid Worcester
Insane Hospital, 169 92
P. M. Clarke, on account of support of wife
at the Alms Housp, 117 50
Celina Lovely, Hospital expenses, 18 11
Town Barre, aid Mrs. Sanderson, 52 00
Town Spencer, aid Mrs. Joseph Richards, 114 00
Town Sutton, aid- Mrs. Joseph Kagal, 122 00
Town Sturbridge, aid Mrs. Paul Phanuef, 130 00
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Town Leicester, aid Mrs. Flora Hamlock, 44 00
Town Williamburg, aid Mrs. Helen L. Witherill, 6 00
City of Worcester, aid Mrs. Charles Burroughs, 17 00
Town Charlton, aid Mrs. Allen, 17 00
$1,170 63
For sale of produce at farm
—
Frank M. Marble, $139 96
P. N. LeClair, 65 72
Charles Clark, 23 00
C. W. Wyman, 17 55
Joel W. Marble, 16 70
C. A. Paige, 11 36
Frank Marble, 50
Geo. Truesdale, 6 30
Silas Morse, 1 00
A. Welds, 37
A. Clark, 3 35
Frank Northup, 6 92
Wm. Chicoine, 2 75
L. S. Animidown, 4 20
John Kowley, 25
F. Dakm, 3 07
Edwin Morse, 1 80
Mrs. A. Ellis, 91
H. W. Bacon, 75
M. Jarvis, 1 25
W. H. Morse, 80
T. Potter, 1 00
J. L. Gagnon, 3 50
Gatineau & Proulx, 9 40
C. E. Wilson, 1 00
T. Harrington, 2 00
Fred Eowley, • 4 98
A. Corlis, 1 00
Albert Vinton, 5 00
Ferris and Irish, 4 01
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Estate E. B. Weld, 4 00
C. W. Johnson, ' o 49
C. V. Carpenter, 4 50
1). S. Stewart, 3 95
John C. Brown, 3 00
Paul Baker. 2 50
Geo. F. Xortlmp. over run, 20
$.%4 10
INVENTORY OF PERSONAL PROPERTY
AT THE ALMSHOUSE AND FARM FEB. 28, 1893.
Class 1, Stock, $1,150 00
2, Hay and grain, 228 45
3, Carts, wagons and farming tools, 884 00
4, Honsehold furniture, 345 45
5, Beds and bedding, 275 00
6, Family supplies, 449 41
Inventory, 1892,
Gain over last year,
$3,332 31
3,155 36
176 95
Febmary;28, 1893.
GEORGE L. CLEMENCE,
A. E. WELD,
HIRAM P. MORSE,
Appraisers.
OUTSIDE POOR.
Charges to the outside poor are $4314. This includes $1564
paid for the insane at the hospitals ; $522 paid for persons hav-
ing settlements in other towns ; $309 paid other towns for
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persons having settlements in this town
; $211 paid for the «tate
for unsettled persons
;
$42 for care 420 tramps
;
total, $2648.
This shows $1666 paid for our own poor in this town. The
expense for the insane at the hospitals have increased from $1253
last year to $1564 this year; total expense to the town is $3581.
The expenditures have been kept within the appropriation with
a balance to the credit of the account of $310. There are no
outstanding bills in or out of the town known to the Overseers.
The hospital charge of $109 for Annie Monroe has been paid
in full to the town by James Monroe. Inmates of the hospital
are :
Catharine Tynan, Mary Kavanaugh,
Annie Monroe, John Coldrick,
Hendrick L. Smith, Edward H. Hill,
Thomas Boyle, Louis Gomoux,
John Brogan, Wm. H. Wilson,
James W. Kyan.
For the Outside Poor we recommend an appropriation of
$3500 for the ensuing year the same as last year.
C. A. PAIGE,
HENRY A. MORSE,
PAUL K LeCLAIR.
Overseers of the Poor.

Report of Fire Engineers.
In accordance with the ordinance relating to the fire depart-
ment, the Board of Engineers present their annual report, giving
a list of expenditures and the condition of tlie department for
the year ending Feb. 28, 1893.
Balance on hand, Feb. 29, 1892, $15
Appropriation, April, 1892, 800 00yjyj
Estate, G. S. Stone, 11 70
EXPENDITUKES.
2 sets new fire grates for steamers. 8 40
1 doz. spanners. 5 00
6 belts. 11 90
6 rubber coats. 20 50
6 pair Firemen's Storm King boots. 19 75
10 Firemen's hats, 34 20
12 Firemen's lanterns, 23 00
1 Perfection holder for Deluge Set, contracted
for in year 1890, 40 00
1 new roof ladder. 2 75
Painting letters on boots and coats, 9 50
General supplies for Engine Houses, 21 21
Bepairing apparatus in general. 44 74
Repairing engines, 40 03
Repairing engine houses. 18 87
Coal, 42 75
Expenses—express and freight. 13 01
Supplies for fire alarm. 9 10
$82G 72
blue vitriol, 50 07
Zinc for batteries, 23 50
$82 67
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Placing iDSurauce ou steam boiler. 25 00
Storing steamer during excavation for sewer, 5 00
Hamilton Woolen Co.. for use of horses,
from March 1, 1892 to March 1. 1893, 96 00
L. D. Vinton, use of horses, 51 00
J. J. Bowlen, use of horses, 204 00
W. & W. A. Seavey, use of horses, 87 00
J. J. Bowlen, use of horses from Feb. 1,
1892, to May 1, 1892, 70 50
$976 78
Overdrawn, $150 06
LIST OF FIRES
Damage.
Mar. 14, '92,—Dwelling owned by F, L. Chapin, none
Apr. 26. '92—Cotton Mill, Hamilton AVoolen Co., S227 64
June 7, 92—Dwelling, estate L. Morton, 300 00
\ug. 22, '92—Dwelling owned bv Geo. AV. Wells,
Box ^'o. 42, none
Sept. 28, '92—Barn owned by S. Grant, Box Xo. 38, none
Dec. 26, '92—Dresser small ball, owned bv S. Dres-
ser. Box Xo. 34. 1799 25
Jan. 17, '93—School House at Globe, Box Xo. 24, none
Jan. 28. '93—Hotel, owned bv Wm. Comstock,
Box Xo. 34. " 200 00
Yeh 12, '93—Dwelling owned bv Hamilton Woolen
Box Xo. 24, ' none
Feb 19, '93—Barn owned by Geo. Potvine, Box
Xo. 24, 000 00
July 20, '92—False alarm from Box Xo. 21.
July 30, '92—False alarm from Box Xo. 26.
Apr. 3. '92—Brush fire, A. J. Bartholomew.
Apr. 17, '92—Brush fire, H. Morse.
June 7, '82—Brush fire, Mrs. A. J. Bartholomew.
Insurance.
none
$300 00
none
none
1799 25
none
200 00
none
450 00
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ROLL CALL FOR 1893.
EXGTNEEKS.
Chief Engineer, C. E. Wilson; First Assistant, Bradford C.
Stone; Second Assistant, M. Egan; Third Assistant and Clerk, G.
J. Lamoureux; Fourth Assistant, Patrick Flynn.
STEAMER COMPANY XO. 1.
Engineer, IST. E. Putney; Assistant Engineer and Steward, C.
P. Phipps; Stoker, Jos. Bebo; Foreman, Geo. B. Works; Assist-
ant Foreman, C. W. Mills; Clerk and Treasurer, Franklin Cady.
E. L. Gay, R. E. Moore, M. L. Dillaber, George E. Keach, J. ]\L
Marble, Wm. L. Felton, L. E. Davis, B. Clemence, Geo. T. Amies.
Substitutes, Arthur Davis and Chas. Marble.
STEAMER COMPANY' XO. 2.
Engineer and Clerk, James Byan; Assistant Engineer, L.
Flynn; Steward, John Heffner; Stoker and Treasurer, John
Splaine; Foreman, Luke Riley; i\ssistant Foreman, Michael
Brogan. Geo. Thayer, Robert Peppard, John ^Wlialen^ James
Monroe, Abraham Gaumond, Patrick Sherry, Robert \\'ardell,
Charles Wright, Stephen Keating. Substitutes, Herbert Under-
wood, M. Grant, Wm. Simpson.
HOOK AXD LADDER COMPANY XO. 1.
Foreman, Louis N. Duquette; Assistant Foreman, Alfred F.
Deloria; Clerk and Treasurer, Alex Mominee. A. M. Higgins,
John Coggins, Julius Stone, Ozias Patinaude, Joseph Theriault,
Peter Caplette, James K. Egan. Substitutes, Nelson Gamache,
Louis Peloquin.
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HOOK AND LADDER XO. 2.
Foreman, John T. Hobeu; Assistant Foreman, John F. Ciid-
dihy; Clerk and Treasurer, John Brennan. M. W. Kelly, Ed-
ward Splaine, Thomas Kyan, L. D. Vinton, William F. Kennedy,
John Hogan, John Cunneen. Substitutes, Thomas Cuddihy,
Michael Breen, John Hogan.
MANUAL FORCE
The manual force remains as it was last year, viz: Board of
Engineers, Chief and four Assistants, two steamer companies of
fifteen men each, two hook and ladder companies of ten men
each, thirteen horses subject to the call of the department.
The apparatus consists of two sceam fire engines, two hose
carriages, two hook and ladder trucks, one supply wa^jon, one
portable hre escape, one life net canvas, one Siamese coupling
with discharge pipe, two perfection nozzle holders, 3,700 feet
leather hose, 500 feet rubber-lined hose, and the Gamewell Fire
Alarm System, which consists of one steam whistle machine, one
steam gong with apparatus necessary to operate the same, twelve
signal boxes with ten and one half miles of covered number nine
wire, six gongs in the engine houses and livery stables, two
Standard galvanometers and sixty cups of battery with all nec-
essary apparatus.
Kight here it seems appropriate that some explanation of the
iire alarm be given. The report of 1892 shows that we asked for
eight boxes and six miles of wire with all necessary apparatus,
bids, at that time, being $1,200 for the same.
By close contract we obtained better terms as we found the
system called for would not give general satisfaction.
After going thoroughly over the plan we found that by over-
drawing the appropriation to the amount of $100 much better re-
sults might be obtained, which course we were advised to pursue
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by the Selectmen, thereby making the cost of the above system
$1,327 88.
When the plan for the Fire Alarm system had been com-
pleted it was found that it was going to give little or no satisfac-
tion to the residents at the Globe, and, to help us out of this
difficulty, the Gamewell Company agreed to lend the department
a whistle and machine fully equipped for the space of one year's
time free of expense for which the town, if it then decided to
purchase, was to pay the sum of $500, this being the established
price for the same.
Through the kindness of Mr. Hill, agent for the Hamilton
Woolen Co., the whistle was placed on the Globe Print Works,
subject to his approval and now gives good satisfaction.
The Westville line was put in on condition that the Litch-
field Shuttle Company would pay for the wire and the Gamewell
Company loan them a box subject to the approval of the town.
We would recommend that the sum of $876.88 be appropri-
ated for machine, whistle and all apparatus for the same, also
for box. and line leading to Westville and two additional boxe?,
one for the corner of Chapin and Dresser streets there being
much property in this section and the nearest box that at Hart-
well's corner, and one for the corner of Main and Oliver streets,
as the New Mill property and all of the New Village are two far
distant from the box.
Relative to the assistance rendered tire fighting by this sys-
tem we leave the public to judge, with the remark that, though
it has not, at all times worked as we would like, we have, on in-
vestigation, found it was not on the part of the apparatus, but
due to error in being misunderstood.
jSTot being electricians and the system entirely new, we had
a great many things to learn but now think it is in good order
and gives general satisfaction.
We would call the attention of the public to the Globe
Engine House which is in bad condition and as it now stands,
necessitates some repaics or a new engine house, the floor being
so much lower than the street causes the drainage to run in some-
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times entirely covering the floor with water. This condition of
things has rotted the timbers to such an extent that it has become
dangerous to ba'ik the steamer over certain parts of the floor.
Shouhl an accident to the steamer, caused by neglecting to
provide suitable quarters occur it wonld mean sometliing serious
to all property owners as there is but one door through which the
apparatus mu>;t go and muc]i delay, in attending tires, would re-
sult. We think, could the citizens of this town see the pulling and
hauling backward and forward the flremen of this section are com-
pelled to do in order to get their apparatus out and the valuable
time lost, there would be no question^of having this house repair-
ed at once, as there -are large mills with quantities of inflamable
material it is necessary that this company have nothing to hamper
them.
To repair this house, it will cost from $1200 to ."^loOOand we
would recommend an appropriation of $1500 for the purpose
placing it in good condition.
Would also call your attention to the Hook and Ladder
truck which was built at the time the hand engine was running.
At the present writing we find this truck does not fill the demand
of the times as the buildings which have been built for the past
ten years call for much longer ladders.
The insurance underwriters, after inspectino- the fire depart-
ment, found much fault in not having proper equipments and
have recommended that it be brought before the town this
spring ; this is a most important item for property owners to
consider, as the underwriters have the power to advance rates of
insurance which they have this year been doing in other places.
We would recommend that the sum of $2,000 be appropriated
for the purpose of buying nciw apparatus which sum will place
the Hook and Ladder Department in good condition and in addi-
tion buy four hand chemicals and from 800 to 1,000 feet of hose,
as some of the hose on hand requires replacing. Would also
recommend that the sum of $150 be appropriated for the pur-
pose of caring for the fire alarm ; as the public by this time,
must realize this is an important oflice ; the electricim must
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make 365 visits to pull in the noon alarm ; also 52 visits to the
different boxes for the Saturday night test. This does not
include the time given pulling in the school alarm nor does it
include his 52 visits to the two whistle machines to wind and
see if in good condition. Each month the electrician must spend
hours in the battery room cleaning the b;ittery cups and keeping
them up to their proper standard. In addition, it is his duty to
keep the line in good condition, m iking all necessary repairs
and placing all new apparatus in order. Other towns appropriate
sums running from $150 to if300 for same.
In looking over this report it may seem to the citizens at large
that the lire department is not so economical as in former years
;
this has been a source of regret but if the citizens will look care-
fully over the expenditures they will see that the money appro-
priated has been judiciously spent. Some ot the bills contracted
call for a special appropriation, repairing the two boilers which
were found to leak badly and other ittms thereby causing the
appropriation to be overdrawn. Last year the Board of
Engineers asked for $1,000 for the running expenses of the
department, the amount similar to that of former years was
given. Heretofore the expense for horses has baen 50 per cent
less than at the present time, and as the years go by it is nec-
essary to replace the supplies, which, as our report will show,
tlie board has endeavored to do.
We would ask that the appropriation for the coming year be
made $1,200, as we believe it to be economical for the property
owners to have their Fire Department stand second to none,
which reputation the Southbridge Fire Department had in
former years.
In closing I would thank Mr. jVIcLean, who so ably assisted
me in constructing and perfecting the Fire Alarm System, also
in behalf of the citizens at large, co N. Putney for his care of
the alarm free of charge. Would not forget the kindness of Mr.
Hill, agent Hamilton Woolen Co., for interest shown and favors
received. My thanks are also due the Board of Directors of the
Electric Light Co., in allowing the apparatus to be placed on
their property
; also to H. C. Cady for his able advice and lively
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interest taken in helpinpf to make the Fire Alarm System a
success. I desire also to thank the parties who furnished horses,
for so quickly responding to the call of the alarm. Would not
forget to thank the whole force of the Fire Department for their
prompt response to the call of duty and good work done at fires
during the year.
My thanks are most heartily extended to my associate mem-
bers of the board for their counsel and co-operation in all the
duties and requirements of this department during the year.
Respectfully submitted,
C. E. WILSON, Chief Engineer.
Town Clerk's Keport
DATE OF EXPIEATION OF POLICIES
Amount. Propertj' Insured. Expires.
$600 School house, Hooker district, Apr. 1, 1893
6,200 Books, fixtures, etc., public library, Apr. 13, 1893
4,000 Books and paintings, July 1, 1893
2,575 Almshouse, barn and contents, Dec. 1, 1893
600 School house, Bacon district, June 1, 1894
1,500 Barn and contents near Main street, Aug. 6, 1894
2,500 Engine house and contents. Globe, Sept. 23, 1894
2,500 Engine house and contents, Center, Sept. 24, 1894
2,500 Library Building, Oct. 1, 1894
3,700 Pleasant and School street school houses, Nov. 1, 1894
3,000 School house and furniture, School street, Dec. 1, 1894
3,000 School house and furniture. Main street, Dec. 1, 1894
2,000 School house and furniture, Main street, Jan. 1, 1895
7,725 Almshouse, barn and contents, Dec. 1, 1895
600 School house, Sumner district, Apr. 1, 1895
50,000 Town Hall building and contents, Jan. 1, 1896
5,000 Boiler, Town Hall building, Feb. 11, 1896
1,600 School house, Elm street, Sept. 6, 1896
1,500 School house, near Morris street, jNIarch 17, 1897
2,000 School house, Sandersdale, June 28 1897
2,000 School house. Union street, Nov. 1, 1897
2,000 School house, Main street, Jan. 1, 1896
f107 100
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VITAL STATISTICS.
Xumber of aSIarriages
—
French,
American,
Irish.
Xova Scotia,
German,
Swede,
Number of Births
—
French,
American,
Irish,
Scotch,
English,
Xova Scotia,
Italian,
Colored.
Number of Deaths
—
French,
American,
Irish,
English,
Scotch,
German,
Swede,
Nova Scotia,
Number of dogs licensed-
Males,
Females,
36
25
7
1
1
1
209
37
32
2
3
1
1
1
122
45
28
4
2
2
1
1
>74
10
71
286
205
284
Respectfully submitted,
EDGAR M. PHILLIPS, Town Clerk.
ANNUAL REPORT
-OF THE-
Office of School Ccmmittee.
SouTHBRiDGE. ^laicli 14. 1893.
The CliainiKiii and Superintendent presented the annual
reports for the stHiool year ending March 3. 1893.
Voted to accept the reports and adopt them as the report of
the Committee.
J. T. CLAEKE, Secretary.
School Officials and Teachers.
SCHOOL COMMITTEE FOR 1891-92.
F. X. TETRAULT.
T. \\ HYDE,
SILVANUS HAYWARD, (Chairman)
,
JAMES M. AMMI DOWN,
MARY E. WELLS,
GEO. M. LOVELL,
Term expires 1893
Term expires 1893
Term expires 1894
Term expires 1894
Term expires 1895
Term expires 1895
J. T. CLARKE, Secretary, and Superintendent of Schools.
Office, Town HalL Office hours: Scliool days, 4 to 5 p. m.
7 to 7:30 p. m., Tuesdays and Thursdays.
names of teachers, march, 1893.
High School.
Fred E. Corbin, Principal: Annie M. Goodrich and Harriet B.
Towne, Assistants.
Florence A. Morse, jNIinnie G. Riley, Alice Holmes, Maud
Oldhcim.
Mary E. Clemence, Mary E, Meagher, M. Abbie Mead, Jane
Farquhar.
Louisa 0. Tvvombly, A. Rebecca Rowley, Mrs. S. M. Knight,
Agnes M. Meagher, Mary J. Delehanty, Annie F. iMorse,
Mary A. Ellis, Mary E. McCabe, Martha Cutting.
Ida M. Plimpton, Bertha Chf^ney, Mabel J. Xewell, :\rary L.
Boardman, Margaret L. O'Hara.
Special Teacher of Drawing, IVFargaret J. Patterson.
Grammar School.
Intermediate.
Primary.
Ungraded.

School Committee's Keport
To THE Citizens of Southbrtdge :
—
Some one has. wisely said tliat we always get our '-must
haves." We can have almost anything in life for which we are
willing to pay the full price. The application is not far to seek.
When we frequently hear the schools cribicised, we feel like
replying, "You have just as good schools as you really desire."
Parents have the whole matter in their own hands. If the
schools are not what they would have them, they will certainly
be eager to vote the money necessary to provide better accommo-
dations, and to secure and retain first class teachers. When
parents take an intelligent interest in the schools, eagerly seek-
ing tne best results for their children, they will quickly recognize
the hand of a good teacher, and heartily sustain him in his work.
If they really wish instruction and discipline that shall develop
character, enlarge the capabilities, and make stronger and better
men and women of their children, they will constantly push for
it, till the result is attained. But if teachers who secure the
best results are the least popular and most complained of, if
parents object to exact discipline and thorough instruction,
everything will soon become slack and slip-shod, according to
their real desire. If children get the impression at home that
good style and exact etiquette are of higher importance than
accurate and thorough scholarship, there can be no ground for
surprise, when the test comes, if the pupils show a better knowl-
edge of the "fads" of fashionable society th^n of the Multiplica-
cation table or the History of tlieir country. Or if parents allow
their children to take their time and strength for other things
^
the results of school work will be meager and unsatisfactory.
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Whether the interruptions are in themselves useful or worthless,
frequent late hours at parties, concerts, lectures, or religious
meetings; lessons in music, painting, French, or dancing; or any
considerable amount of reading not in the line of school work
;
the result is invariably disastrous. If parents have an intelligent
desire for good schools, earnest enough to be willing to pay the
full price, not merely in mone}^, but in discipline and watchful
care over their children, they will certainly have what they wish.
When they become thoroughly convinced themselves, and
constantly instruct their children, that during childhood and
youth, nothing but life and health should be suffered to inter-
fere with school work, then, and not till then shall we begin to
liave good schools. The whole responsibility and efficient power
is in the hands of the parents. As zealous lovers of true educa-
tion have often found, against the will or even the indifference
of parents, all others are powerless to establish or sustain good
schools. And, on the other hand, their determined purpose to
have good schools, no power can defeat. In the long run, the
will of the parents is absolute and sure to be accomplished.
School reports for many years have been calling for more
extensive and better accommodations. NotwiUistanding what
has been done, the case was never more urgent than now. The
town has recognized its importance by appointing a committee
to investigate and report. Their report is now in your hands,
and we invite your careful and favorable attention to its
thoroughly considered presentation of our already pressing and
continually increasing needs. It is important also to remember
that for communities as well as individuals, the old saying is no
less true than trite: "Lost opportunities never return."
Tlie year has brought nothing specially new in tlie conduct of
the schools. They have kept steadily at work under the same
faithful and laborious Superintendent, and largely under the
same teachers. The facts of special interest and importance
will be found in the annexed financial statement, together with
tiie Superintendent's Rei)ort herewith presented.
Financial Statement.
HIGH SCHOOL
$356 79
2,400 00
86 67
~ $2,843 46
Balance from last year,
Appropriation,
Tuition from other towns.
COMMON SCHOOLS.
Appropriation, $11,500 00
Tuition from other towns, 52 00
$11,552 00
CONTINGENT ACCOUNT.
Balance from last year, $188 16
Appropriation, 2,400 00
Books, supplies, etc., sold, 24 22
$2,612 38
APPARATUS ACCOUNT
Balance from last year, ' $88 29
Appropriation, 100 00
$188 29
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EVENING SCHOOLS
Appropriation, §600 00
Total resources, §17,796 13
The Committee have expended:
HIGH SCHOOL
Salaries of teachers. $2,298 50
COMMON SCHOOLS
For deficit of last year, $314 76
SaJaries of teachers and superintendent, 9,677 40
Care of buildings, 715 50
Fuel, 641 06
Rent, 80 00
Tuition to Sturbridge, 24 00
f 11,452 72
CONTINGENT ACCOUNT.
For books, $604 60
For supplies, 471 66
For repairs, 597 06
For incidentals, 724 86
For board of truants, 186 00
$2,584 18
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APPARATUS ACCOUNT
For aijparatus and bonks of reference, $152 09
EVENING SCHOOLS
Teachers,
Care of rooms,
Fuel and lights.
Books and supplies,
Incidentals,
Kent,
Total expenditures.
Balance in hands of Treasurer,
Books and supplies on hand, not distributed,
[32 60
52 50
35 11
13 32
38 52
25 00
$596 95
7,084 44
711 (59
692 75
APPROPRIATIONS FOR NEXT YEAR
For High school teachers, $2,300 00
Janitor and fuel, 600 00
$2,900 00
Common school, 11,700 00
Contingent schools
—
Books, $600 00
Supplies, 600 00
Repairs, 800 00
Incidentals, 700 00
Expense of truants, 300 00
3^000 00
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Apparatus, 100 00
Evening schools. (JOO 00
$18,300 00
In behalf of the Committee,
SILVANUS HAYWAED, Chairman.
Southbridge, Mass., March 14, 1893.
Superintendent's Report.
To THE School Committee of Southbridge:
In corapiiance with your regulations, I respectfully submit
my seventh annual report, the same being the eighth of the
series of annual reports of the Superintendent, with the usual
statistics and with facts relative to the administration of school
affairs. In reporting from year to year upon the same system of
schools, there is necessarily more or less of repetition.
SUMMARY OF STATISTICS
PoDulatiun of the Town, State census, 1890, 7747
Valuation of the Town for 1892, $3,391,156.81
Number of cliildren between 5 and 15 years of age, 1,701
Number enrolled in public schools during the year, 1,144
Number under 5 years of age, 15
Number over 15 yt^ars of ag», 82
Number between 5 and 15, 1,062
Number between 8 and 14, 607
Average number belonging, 738.94
Average daily attendance, 686.00
Per cent, of attendance, 92.84
COST PER PUPIL
Current expenses, including teaching, fuel and care
of buildings, $13,751 22
Cost per pupil, based on total enrollment, 12 02
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Cost per pupil, based on average enrolhnent, 18 61
Total expenditures, less permaneut repairs, 15,986 73
Cost per pupil, based on whole number. 13 97
Cost per pupil, based on average enrollment, 21 63
Through the courtes}' of tlie instructors we are able to give
the following statistics of the Parochial schools:
Xumber enrolled at the Xotre Dame Parochial school, • 66.")
Average number belonging, 665
Average attendance, 630
Per cent, of attendance, 96.18
Total enrollment at St. Mary's Paiochial school. 153
Average number belonging. 152
Average attendance, l.")7
Per cent of attendance, 9! '.13
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ATTENDANCE BY SCHOOLS
> 1?
<
SCHOOLS.
hole
Nui
Enrolled
— CD
.
^
Cent,
of
dance.
Cent,
of
ss
of
eacl
liber
of
1
days
of
Qfo
2 >
3 ro
2 9 2,
• c»
Higli School 87 72.20 67. 73 9.3.70 5.35 39-2
Higher Grammar—Main St. 4() 36.00 33! 90 94.18 .37 37-2
School St. 23 17.21 16.39 95.25 2.87 37-2
Lower Grammar—Main St. 52 43.66 41.42 94.80 3.00 37-2
School St. 3)7 27.93 27.19 97.35 2.09 37-2
Intermediate—Main St. - - (50 35.50 33.14 93.35 2.77 37-2
Union St. - 43 30.99 30.01 96.94 1,46 37-2
Eiver St. - - 54 2.5.57 24.18 94.56 1 44 37-2
Library B'l'g 41 29.16 2(5.30 90.50 .80 29-3
Higher Primary—Elm St. - 72 40.53 38.16 94.15 1.91 37-2
School St. 52 33.47 31.02 92.(58 3.71 37-2
Carpenter 53 28.26 26.14 92.50 1.51 37-2
Lower Primary—Elm St. 41 30.(53 28,24 92.19 2.17 37-2
Main St. - 51 38.08 34.33 90.31 2.61 37-1
Main St. - 58 29.38 27.25 92.80 3.40 37-2
School St. 94 55.14 50.91 92.33 1.48 37-2
River St. - (56 29.28 28.90 98.70 .67 37-2
Carpenter
Mixed Primary—Sumner -
76 48.88 45.21 92..50 2.10 37-2
53 29.72 29. «2 90.24 3.00 37-2
Ammidown 35 24.73 21.62 87.44 1.83 37-1
T^ngraded—Bacon - - - . 14 9.51 8.32 87.00 1.79 37-2
Hooker - - - 23 13.61 11.80 86.00 12 00 37-0
J)ennisoii - - - 13 9.50 7-93 84.13 .69 29-3
11.44 738,94 686.00 92.84 2.12 3(5-4
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The following pupils are reported as perfect in attendance,
having been neither absent nor tardy during the year:
:\Iilfred Girard.
Thirty seven others have been perfect in attendance one term.
]\rany others, no doubt, are equally deserving of commenda-
iion, being always in their places unless detaiupd by illness.
The attendance is two per cent, higlier than that of the pre-
vious year, yet it is lower than it ought to be. Under ordinary
conditions five per cent, will cover necessary absense in all cases
of detention at home from illness of pupils or in the family. An
attendance lower than ninety five per cent, indicates neglect or
indifference on the part of pupils or parents to the importance' of
regularity in attendance both for the good of the pupil and the
school. Usually those who are absent most are those who can
least afford to lose any part of the school work. Pupils are often
allowed to be absent for trivial reasons. The same is true in
regard to tardiness. The greater part of the cases of tardiness
stand against the names of a few pupils. An important element
of character is the habit of regularity and punctuality; and school
discipline cannot fail to recognize this. It would be gratifying
to report, another year, a general improvement in the attendance
at all our .schools.
Ethel Letcher,
Mabel ^lurdock,
Bertha Freeman,
Stephen Ide,
Annie Aldrich,
Elmer Hall,
Corrinne Tetrault,
Clarion Bickerstaffe,
Welcome Ide,
Ernest Simmonds,
Charles Tuniey,
Clara Hall.
Perfect in attendance two terms:
Eva Connor,
Ruth Chapin,
George Edwards,
Ethel Seavey,
Fred Laplante,
Albert R. Blanchard,
Alice Clarke,
Gertrude Moore,
^Margaret Henry,
Florence Butterworth,
George Taylor,
Edwin S. Freeman,
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The annual enrollment in May of the school children of the
town between the ages of 5 and 15 years, gives 1701 names, an
increase of 61 over the previous year.
SANDERSDALE SCHOOL HOUSE.
At the last annual meeting, on call of the School Committee,
the Town appropriated to build a new school house down at San-
dersdale, to replace the one burned on February 28, the amount
of the insurance to be received and $r)00 additional. In adjust-
ing the insurance with the Company, the Selectmen were able to
obtain only S2,000 of the $2,200 for which the old building was
insured, making $2,500 available for the new bu Iding.
The School Committee, in order to have the new building in
readiness for the opening of the the Fall term, early appointed a
special committee to procure plans and specifications. Plans were
adopted and the last of April, the Committee, as soon as they
were informed by the Selectmen that the insurance had been ad-
justed, contracted with Mr. Aldrich for the building. It then
became known to the Committee that the form of the vote, in
making the appropriation for this as well as the appropriation
for special repairs of school houses, left the whole matter, by the
By Laws of the town, in the hands of the Selectmen. But after
confering with the Committee, and examining the plans for the
school house and for the proposed repairs, the Selectmen arranged
with the Special Committee to prosecute the work as adopted by
the School Committee.
We believe that we now have at Sandersdale one of the
most commodious country school-houses, complete in all its
appointments, to be found anywhere in the state. The school
room 32x28x12 is well lighted, warmed and ventilated, amply
provided with black-board surface, all of natural slate, and furn-
ished with new desks of most approved pattern, and has seating
capacity for 60 pupils. Adjoining the main room is a recitation
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room 18x10, with slate-boartls on two sides. Tlie cloak looms
and entrance halls are large and convenient. The toilet
rooms are entered from the school-room, but separated by a well
ventilated space. The main room is warmed by a large jacketed,
ventilating stove. The stove is connected with outside air, the
opening being 4 sq. ft., and at base of chimney is a ventilating
register of like capacity. This arrangement entirely changes the
air of the school room every 15 or 20 minutes. The inside finish
of the building is of hard pine. Underneath the entire building
is a well lighted basement with painted walls and cemented floor.
Tlip total cost of the building and furniture was $2,451.12 The
work would have been incomplete without some improvement of
the lot. The grounds were thoroughly graded and seeded, at a
cost of $88.75, over-running the appropriation nearly $40.00.
SPECIAL REPAIRS
With the appropriation for special repairs, the Hirer Street
Jhiilding was repaired and painted outside, and the two lower
looms, now used for day schools, kalsomined and painted, but
nothing was done in the direction of improving tlie heating and
ventilation.
At the Ebn Street House the basement floor was cemented.
This has proved an important sanitary improvement. Previous-
ly, on cold winter mornings, the walls of the lower school room
and cloak rooms, were covered with a coating of frost from the
dampness of the basment. The past winter this did not occur
once.
At the Carpenter building, more extended repairs and
changes were made by putting in one of the most approved sys-
tems of warming and ventilation, the introduction of water and
an excellent system of water closets. The outside of the build-
ing was re-painted and the inside renovated by kalsomine and
paint.
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At Union Street B^iilding, the proposed repairs were not made
and the amount designated for that purpose remains with the
Treasurer.
Of the $1,250 appropriated for special repairs ^Ilo2.l0 were
expended, leaving a balance of $117.90.
In the line of Ordinarg Repairs, during the year the Bacon
school house has been put in excellent condition, the roof slated
and the inside thoroug:hly renovated.
The one room used at Union street has been kalsomined and
painted; and several rooms in the Main street and School street
buildings were kalsomined, and some painting done.
Next year the School street building should be re -painted on
the outside, also the woodwork of the Dennison house.
To continue the work suggested in last year's report, that of
suitably warming and ventilating the school houses, of which a
good beginning has been made by the work done at the Carpenter
building, the Elm street house should next receive attention.
This building will be required for permanent use, and the one
room suitable for school, calls for better facilities for heating and
ventilation and arrangements of water closets.
EVENING SCHOOLS
The following is the summary of these schools fur the ses-
sion of this year:
Number of schools, 4
Number of teachers employed, 7
Number of different pupils enrolled, boys 168, girls 136, total, 304
Average number belonging, 251
Average attendance, 224.35
Percent of attendance,^ 89.36
Total cost of schools for the season, $>596.95
Cost per pupil, based on average membership, $2.38
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The evening schools were in session fourteen weeks, each of
the four divisions having from o7 to 40 evenings. The schools
at Globe Village were united, and held their sessions in the un-
occupied upper rooms of the River Street school-house, and,
under the management of Mr. Ammidown, fully sustained the
previous record for good order and efficient work. At the center,
the schools were conducted, as last year, in the rooms of St.
John Baptist Society, and under the charge of Mr. Knowles.
The records show a marked improvement in regularity of attend-
euce over that of previous years, notwithstanding the outside
excitement and attractions incident to the presidential campaign.
The whole number enrolled was somewhat less than last year,
there being less of the disorderly element, who attend a few
evenings for the' sake of the novelty. The difference between the
total enrollment and che average membership is largely due to
the unusual number who entered late in the term, having come
to town after the commencement of the schools.
Although there is strong objection to allowing teaohers of
the day schools to engage in evening school work, the difficulty
of securing outside, those of experience in teaching and qualified
for efficient service, has made it necessary to employ in these
schools several from our regular corps of teachers. They have
done this without any apparent abatement in the zeal and
efficiency of their regular service, and greatly to the advantage
of the evening schools, as appeared in the improvement in the
results, and in the general good order of the pupils.
The law relating to the attendance in the evening schools,
of illiterate minors makes 70 per cent, the minimum of attend-
ence to permit of employment after tlie evening schools have
closed. The evident intent of the statute m-ikes the employ-
ment ot an illiterate minor, at any time during the yeav^ depend
upon the regular attendance of sucli minor upon the evening
schools, provided he has been a resident of the town for a year.
We believe that the provisions of the law are faithfully carried
out, the employers in the several manufactories promptly co-
operating with this department in requii'ing attendance of this
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class in the schools. In the few instances where pupils have
fallen below the required standard in attendance, notification of
employers and dismission from service have brought the de-
linquents to a sense of their obligations and led to regular
attendance.
A brief visit to the evening schools will convince anyone
that a valuable work is there in progress. It is desirable, as soon
as practicable, that instruction be given to the more advanced
classes, in other elementary branches besides reading, language
and penmanship. This would add interest and tend to hold
longer in the schools many whose opportunities for learning have
been very limited.
The following were present at every session:
Fred Caron, Justice Garceau,
Belinda Rivet, Harry Langley,
Wilfred Bartheaume, IMary Boulanger,
Louise A. Derosier.
Present all but one session:
Arexana Dargeault, Peter Peloquin,
Arthur Savarier, 2d, Helen Lamoureaux,
]\[ary Dumas, 1st, Marie Bilanger,
Henry Barry, George Oakes,
Herculine Derosier.
Twenty eight others were present all but two sessions.
No doubt it seems somewhat strange to che public that of a
school of over seventy pupils a class of only four should appear
for diplomas at the graduating exercises of the High school this
year, when usually from twenty to thirty each year enter the
Freshman class. The class of '9o on entering the High school
four years ago, numbered fourteen, not so large a class as has
entered each year since. Of these, three mov'ed flom town; three
left school for work; two remained out one year an 1 entered tlie
class below; one went away to a special fitting school, and one
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gained a year graduating with tlie class of '91?.
The Public Statutes specify what branches shall be tauglit
in the public schools of the Commonwealth, and others are men-
tioned as desirable and profitable, which may be taught whenever
the School Committee deem it expedient. Besides those men-
tioned in the Statutes, other subjects are now prominent in
educational thought, and demanding a place in the school curric-
ulum of today. Some of these, though not generally adopted,
are not new, but have been thoroughly tested, and their educa-
• tional value supported by opinions entitled to consideration. To
what extent towns of this size can wisely follow the leadings of
the larger places is an important question; but to continue in the
line of progress, it is the part of wisdom to keep in touch with
the best educational thought of the day even if the conditions
make it inexpedient to keep pace in action.
MANUAL TRAINING.
The subject of manual training as a part of common school
education is now most prominent in educational circles. It has
a place in conventions of teachers, and is discussed in b«jth the
educational and other periodicals of the day. Its educational
value is no longer a question, but how, and to what extent this
comparatively new educational force can be incorporated with
existing institutions giving the best results at reasonable cost, is
a^problem yet to be solved. In most places where Manual Train-
ing has been systematically introduced and so conducted as to
secure the most valuable results, the plant has been secured
through the liberality of one or more public spirited citizens, and
not at public expense. "^Manual Training in the schools means
the introduction of a system of hand-training by means of regu-
lar lessons in the use of tools. Eooms with suitable fixtures are
provided, and the pupils of the higher grades, generally of the
grammar divisions, take their lessons in the work shop by turns,
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thus alternating hand work and brain work. The object is not
to teach the trades : that is the work of those special schools
which teach a particular industry with a view to preparing
individuals to earn a living thereby. It need not be feared that
this will lower the intellectual standard of the schools, which is
none too high. Manual Training in itself is a valuable means of
mental discipline. The mind is disciplined quite as successfully
through the hand in the construction of an object as though the
brain in thinking of the same object. A lesson in the use of
tools, requiring the exercise of deliberation and judgment, is a
means of mental discipline differing in kind, but may be made
quite as valuable as the cultivation of the memory through the
study of history."
Eeports from those schools where the Manual element has
been given a fair trial, the work shop for the boys, sewing and
cooking for the girls, claim for it: that it raises rather than
lowers the standard of general scholarship
; that it is a valuable
aid to a practical education, giving skill to hand, eye and brain
that cannot fail of being of lasting benefit to all classes alike
whatever avocation they may follow; that the work is attractive
to boys from 14 to 18 and employs to useful purpose time that
might otherwise be wasted, and has a tendency to hold them in
school longer than they would otherwise remain, thus helping
them through that critical period of boy-life which is too often
spent with no definite purpose; that the exercise is healthful;
that it is valuable as a disciplinary as well as educational feature,
and corrects false conceptions of, and cultivates respect for
Manual labor.
In some of its simplest forms, Manual Training has been rec-
ognized in our school work for many years. Under the guise of
busy work in the primary grades, we have many of the kinder-
garten occupations, as paper folding and cutting, paper weaving,
sewing on pricked cards, and stick-laying. Under the study of
form in Industrial Drawing, we have the moulding in clay into a
variety of objects, the manufacture of paper designs and models
in wood, etc. In the higher grades, the science studies on the
inductive method^ stimulate pupils to making their own appa-
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ratus; all of whi( h tends to lead to habits of close observation,
accuracy in measurement, training the judgment and givinp: self-
reliance. To aid in this, as well as in the number work, during
the year, sets of weights and measures have been placed in each
building.
Ours is a town of an unusual vaiiety of industries attracting
many of our pupils at an early age from the schools to wage-earn-
ing pursuits. In all deliberations for the best interests of the
schools as we tiud them, this element of the conditions must
always enter.
PHYSICAL EXERCISE
Physical exercises in some form are given in all classes be-
low the High school. The importance of physical training no
one questions. To be effective ^he instruction should be system-
atic, based upon hygienic laws, the exercises progressive and
adapted to the several grades. The Ling or Swedish system of
gymnastics has attracted much attention in recent years, and has
been extensirely introduced in cities and towns and in all the
Normal schools. A number of our teachers are now using these
exercises. I would suggest for consideration with the view of
securing uniformity in the physical exercises in the schools, that
measures be taken for a course of instruction to our teachers that
all may become familiar with this method. This mciy be under
taken in connection with other neighboring towns and a tem-
porary teacher employed.
KINDERGARTENS
The public schools of many cities and towns throughout the
country have for many years embraced Kindergarten schools in
their regular systems. These schools appear to be growing in
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favor. In many places where the\' have been organized and
maintained for a time by private enterprise and benevolence, and
their educational value demonstrated,, they are being adopted and
incorporated in the regular work of the public schools.
From reports on this topic we make a few extracts.
Frcebel gives as their purpose—"To take the oversight of
children before they are ready for school life, to exert an in-
fluence over their whole being in correspondence with its nature:
to strengthen their bodily powers; to exercise their senses: to
employ the awakening mind: to guide their heart and soul in the
right direction: and to lead them to the origin of all life and to
uQion.with Him."' Another says, "The games of the Kindergar-
ten have a motive beyond mere amusement or entertainment of
the children. They have a distinct moral and mental purpose.
They simply take the child's innate love of play, and through
that love, build for its future education. The awakening mind
77iust be employed, and, left to its own means, it generally does
not select methods and matter the most educative."
From the report in 1887 of the School Board of Boston, we
find, ''The benefits- of Kindergarten training to the child are self
evident. His heart is the first object, and all its waiting affec-
tions are stirred towards his teacher and his companions. He is
taught to be considerate and generous: to respect those about
him: to acquire or mature habits of politeness, cleanliness, and
general good behavior, and all the while that he is learniug these
most important lessons, he is also learning to use his eyes, his
hands, and his mind; to know forms and colors, numbers and
relations; to exercise his constructive powers, and thus to be get-
ting ready for the work of older schools. If this really fits a
pupil for a primary school, and fits him in such wise that he can
do better in a primary school than one who has not received th*^
same preparation,* then its incorporation into our system would
seem to be a jneasure against which objections would batter in
vain. There are not very many homes even among the most
favored, that can teach their children as the true Kindergarten
does, while hundreds and even thousands of homes in a city Tike
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ours are incapable of making any real approach to similar in-
fluences over their j^ouuger members."' Also from the report of
1892. after these schools have been in charge of the city for three
or four years, "Boston takes a justifiable pi-ida in her admirable
system of Kindergarten schools. Ever}' year only gives added
proof of their inestimable value. It is the alphabet of our whole
Manual Training system, educating the head, the hea'-t and the
hand. It quickens the perceptive powers of the little ones,
teaching them to observe, to think and to act. But there is a
great moral uplift as well, and just at the time when the child is
most susceptible to every good impression. Out of the homes of
poverty and wretchedness and sin, in hundi-eds of cases, these
little ones are taken, to be given their first lesson in neatness
and cleanliness and order. Firmly but lovingly they are taught
the b3st things, and fitted by and by to carry back to the home
something of the sweetness and the sunshine the}' have learned
from faithful teachers."
To establish, fully equip and maintain a system of real Kin
dergarten schools in town would involve a considerable additional
expense to the school department.
• To be successful, the Kindergarten must be thoroughly fur-
nished and supplied with teachers who are trained specialists in
this department.
NATURE STUDY
Elementary science, or Nature study, as now commonly called,
in the lower grades has for some years received no little attention,
and is gradually making for itself a distinct place in courses of
study and on the daily programme of school work. Beginning
with the first year ot school life^ a definite place is given to ob-
servation and study of the simplest and most. attractive objects in
the environment of the children including animal and plant life,
minerals, the human body, form, color, and other qualities of ob-
jects, and the various pheaoniena of nature. To secure definite
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and permanent results, it is desirable for teachers to have some
methodical scheme of stud}', progressive in its arrangement and
suited to the capacity of the several grades.
In this direction some v^cJuable work has been done in our
schools; in several classes the lessons have been systematic and
progressive. To aid in this, man}- of the books used for supple-
mentary reiding are in the line of nature studies, covering a vari-
ety of topics. These nature lessons are extensively used for
thought material in language and for composition exercises, thus
giving a twofold advantage educationally.
TYPEWRITER.
In the line of practical teaching in the English course of the
high schools, to keep pace with the demands of commercial and
professional life, is the introduction of type-writing. This is
now included, as an elective study, in many high schools.
Besides being a helpful accomplishment 'to the high school
graduate in securing a position, it is claimed that the disciplire
it gives, leads more readily than by anv other means to correct
language expression. The student vmst give attention to spel-
ling, the use of capitals and punctuation, the forming of sentences
and paragraphing, and what is more important, to the thought
and style. The criticism is often made upon the schools that
too much attention is given to accomplishments to the exclusion
of those studies that are of practical benefit in after life.
DRAWING
A year ago Miss Chamberlain, who for several years had
been in charge of this department, resigned the position, but
continued m service until the end of the Summer term. Miss
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Margaret J. Patterson was then elected teacher of Drawins^, and
entered upon her duties in September. Miss Patterson comes to
us from the best schools and is well equipp9d for successful
work in this department. The conduct of the work thus far
indicates that no mistake was made in sslecting her from the
large number of candidates for the position. It is too early to
speak of results, but Miss Pattersons' skill, and familiarity with
the subject gives promise of marked success. From the first,
her manner in the class room and her evident ability won the
respect and confidence of the teachers and their hearty co-opera-
tion in the work planned for the classes. This study is useful
in many ways. It trains the hand, the eye, the inventive faculty,
develops manual skill, and gives a knowledge of form, proportion
and color. The old series of books has- been exchanged for the
Complete Course, the latest issue of the Prang series in Indus-
trial Drawing. This change was effected with no additional
expenses, and gives the opportunity for work more practical and
interesting Miss Patterson visits twice each week, all the
Grammar and Intermediate schools, once a week all the Prima-
ries, and the out disti'icts once in four weeks.
AGE OF PUPILS
At a meeting of the N. E. Association of School Superinten-
dents last May, a committee was appointed to collect statistics
regarding the age of pupils and the number of years required to
complete the course below the High school. The items collected
relate to the classes in the New England states that completed
the course in the Grammar schools in 1892.
Returns from blank forms of inquiries sent, were received
from 104 cities and towns. The report of this committee makes
a general division as follows: 1, cities and larger towns having
full graded courses. 2, smaller towns with partial cohrses.
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Average age of pupils completing the Grammar school course:
Cities and Larger Towns. Smaller Towns.
Average age, 15 years, 1 month. 14 years 3 months.
Over 16 years of age, 22 per cent. 8 per cent.
Under 14 years of age 15 per cent. 37 per cent.
LENGTH OF COURSES.
51 places report 9 years' course.
33 places report 8 years' course.
5 places report 10 years' course.
1 town report 7 years' course.
Cities and large towns report generally a nine years' course.
Of these the number of graduates reported was 1950.
Average age 15 years and 2 months.
Over 16j 18 per cent. Under 14, 15 per cent.
Completing the course in 6 years, or less, 3 per cent.
Completing the course in 7 years, or less, 6 per cent.
Completing the course in 8 years, or less 19 per cent.
Completing the course in 9 years, or less, 35 per cent.
Completing the course in 10 years, or less 27 per cent.
Requiring more than 10 years, 10 per cent.
These figures it must be understood, are approximate only.
To find the exact time these pupils were in school, could be de-
termined only by consulting the registers of attendance for the
last ten years. The figures given indicate the time the pupils
were first r*^gistered in school to the time of completing the
Grammar school course, and includes the time these pupils were
away from school on account of illness or other reasons.
The report of our schools for the class graduating from the
Grammar schools and entering the High schools in 1892 is as
follows:
Number of pupils 25.
Average age, 14 years, 8 months.
Age of oldest pupil, 17 years, 3 months.
Age of youngest pupil, 13 years, G months.
Number 13 years of age, 3.
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Number 14 years of age. 7.
Xiimber 15 years of age, 13.
Xwmber 16 years of age. 1.
Xumber 17 years of age. 1.
The average time between entering the Primary and complet-
ing the Grammar school coarse, eight and three fourths years.
Of the classes that complete the Grammar course in ^[arch
1893.
The number of pupils is 16.
Average age, 14 years 11 1-2 months.
Age of oldest pupil, 16 years 4 months.
Age of youngest pupil 13 years months.
The number 13 years of age, 1.
The number 14 years of age, 7.
The number 1.5 years of age, 5.
The number 16 years of age, 3.
The average time between entering the Primary and com-
pleting the Grammar school course, eis:ht and nine tenths years.
The average age of the children first entering school last
September is 5 years, 7 months.
These statistics are of value as a basis of comparison with
other places and as showing the elasticity of the courses of study.
From comments eometimes made, and questions asked concern-
ing the graded system it would appear tliat ^-The impression
prevails to a certain extent that a class starts in the primary
school and proceeds in a mass to the high school, that the poor
scholars, the indifferent ones and the good ones while they re-
main are yoked together and are made to keep step throughout
the entire course.'' This is so far from being true in our schools
that those who require ten years to complete the course below
the high school are exceptions rather than the rule, Pupils of
fair capacity, whose health permits of regular attendance, and
uninterrupted attention to their work, easily gain one or two
years. In exceptional cases the work has been done and well
done, in seven years. In the few instances where pupils are not
recommended for promotion, careful investigitiou shows the
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reason to be a broken attendance, from illness or otherwise; or a
lack of interest and application to study. The latter class re-
ceive more attention than others. The teachers devote special
time to them in the endeavor to interest and hold them to the
work of the class. But the teachers cannot do their work for
them.
In the conduct of our schools the constantly changing
character of a large element of our population is a serious obsta-
cle to the most effective w^ork. Xew pupils are entering and
others leaving. In the village schools there is no class below
the high school but has been subject to more or less change. The
higher classes are less subject to these changes, but in these no
class goes through the year unaffected. The lower grades are
constantly changing. Our teacher has 54 different pupils during
the year, and an average membership of 25, less than one-half.
Of the 54 enrolled, only ten were members of the school during
the three terms. The Elm Street Higher Primary, a school that
receives all pupils of the third and fourth grades at the Center,
and probably as little subject to change as any school below the
Grammar grade. Enrolled 72 pupils during the year. The
average membership was 40. Only 29 of the 72 were members
all or a part of each term.
Of the pupils entering our schools from other places, few
are found to have had that thorough elementary drill that enables
them readily to adjust themselves to the work of the classes
without much personal attention from the teacher. Under such
conditions it is not reasonable to expect the same results of a
years' work as when nearly all of the pupils remain continuously
in the school. It is very desirable that lessons be given in spec-
ial subjects of interest and profit, but with many of our teachers,
so much time and effort must be devoted to these irregular
pupils, that little space is left for anything outside of what is
positively required by law to be taught.
The School Signal has been used several times and is of
great convenience to the schools.
The Truant Officers have rendered efficient service by look-
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ing after delinquent pupils. Three boys have been sentenced to
the County Truant School. The town is required to pay two
dollars a week each for board of truants. Thus far the bills have
been approved by the School Committee and the amount charged
to Contingent Schools Account. I think it a question whether
money appropriated for school purposes can be so applied.
In 1S90 on the recommendation of the selectmen, the Town
made a special appropriation to cover the entire expense of the
care of the Town hall, including the High school department.
The State Report calls for the expense of our High school, and
should include the cost of Janitor, fuel and water rates. The
entile cost cannot be given so long as a part of the expense is
met by other than the High school appropriation.
The conditions at the center schools continue the same as
stated in last years report. It is hoped that action will be taken
which will result in early and full relief.
In closing another year I would recognize your confidence
and support, and the hearty co-operation and efforts of earnest
teachers for the welfare and progress of our schools.
Respectfully Submitted.
J. T. CLARKE,
Superintendent of Schools.
Graduating Class of 1893.
The Past is History, the Futuke Peomise.'
ETHELIXD WHITTIER :MAETIX,
MAEY ELLEX MOESE,
ARTHUR EDWARD CO^'XER,
JESSIE GERTRUDE CURTIS.
Mt:sic-
PeogFvAmme of Graduatixg Exercises
(fi) March—"Howard."
'(6) Selection—"La Cigale."
Orchestra.
Prayer-
Rev. A. R. XlCHOLS.
SiXGiXG—"When in Silence o'er the Deep."
Mexbers of the School.
Salutatory axd Essay—"The Point of View."
Ethelixd Whittier Martin.
Essay—"Keys."
Mary Ellex. Morse.
Sixgixg—"Swift as a Elash."
Members of the School.
Music—Overture—"Sunrise."
Orchestra.
Essay—"Economy."
Arthur Edward Coxxer.
Valedictory axd Essay—"Our Aim."
Jessie Gertrude Curtis.
L. Baer
Georj]re AViegand
R. Schlepegrell
Sixgixg—{a') "Blow! Blow! Blow!"\h) "Goodnight.'
Presextatiox of Diplopias—
Ciiair:max of School Coai3iittee.
Music—Selection—"Der Vogelhandler." Arr. George Wiegand
Orchestra.
Bexedictiox.
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CALENDAR 1893 4-
Spring Term, 14 weeks, begins Monday, March 20; ends June oO
1893.
The High School begins Monday, March 27.
The Fall Term begins Tuesday, September 5; ends December 22,
16 weeks.
Winter Term. The High School begins January 2, 1894; other
schools, January 8, ending March 9.
The First and Third terms, the Common schools close one week
earlier than the High School.
HOLIDAYS.
Every Saturday; Washington's Birthday; Memorial Day; Labor
Day; Thanksgiving and the day following, all National and State
Fast Days.
Sinking Fund,
The Sinking Fund Commissioners respectfully present their
report, as follows:
RECEIPTS.
Appropriation at annual meeting, 1888, $5,200 00
Appropriation at annual meeting, 1889, 5,200 00
Appropriation at annual meeting, 1890, 5,200 00
Appropriation at annual meeting, 1891, 5,200 00
Balance of liquor license account, 1890, 6,265 50
Corporation tax for the year 1890, 6,643 76
Corporation tax for the year 1891. 7,329 64
Balance corp. tax for the year 1892, 136 18
Dividend City Inst., Lowell, 93 33
Accrued dividends to date, 3,169 39
$44,437 80
INVESTMENTS.
Andover Savings Bank, 1,077 05
Amherst Savings Bank, 1,183 08
Arlington Five-cent Savings Bank, 1,040 40
Athol Savings Bank, 1,082 42
Barre Savings Bank, 1,045 50
Bristol County Savings Bank, 1,000 00
Berkshire County Savings Bank, 1,082 42
Cambridgeport Sarings Bank, 1,000 00
Cape Ann Savings Bank, 1,090 29
Central Savings Bank, Lowell, 1,000 00
Charlestown Five-cent Savings Bank, 1,071 80
Chicopee Savings Bank, 1,040 40
Citizens' Savings Bank, Fall River, 1,087 63
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City Five cent Savings Bank, Haverhill. 1,035 25
City Institution for Savings, Lowell, 1.000 00
Dedham Institution for Savinsjs, 1.071 80
Easthampton Savings Bank, 1,045 49
J^ali Kiver iive-cent Savings Bank. 1.035 27
Fitchburg Savings Bank, l.niO 4(>
Gardner Savings Bank. 1,081 80
Holyoke Savings Bank. 1,126 14
Hampshire Savings Bank, 1,000 00
Lynn Institution for Savings, 1,071 80
Milford Savings Bank, 1,115 08
^lillbury Savings Bank, 1,126 14
]S[onson Savings Bank. 1071 80
Xatick Savings Bank. 1,071 80
Xewburyport Institution for Savings, 1,077 05
Xew Bedford Institution for Savings. 1.071 80
Xew Bedford Five-cent Savings Bank, 1,071 80
JSortnampton Institution tor Savings, 1,115 08
Palmer Savings Bank. l.oOO 00
People's Savings Bank. Worcester. 1,081 80
Provident Inst, for Savings. Amesbury. 1,077 05
South Adams Savings Bank. 1.087 72
Southbridge Savings Bank. 462 29
Springfield Institution for Savings, 1,126 14
Ware Savings Bank. LI 94 74
Worcester County Institution for Savin^js. 1.170 05
Woicester Five-cent Savings Bank, 1,170 05
AVorcester Alechanics Savings Bank, 1.170 06
$43,569 39
Balance uninvested. 868 41
$44,437 80
ISAAC P. HYDE.
FRED W. EATOX,
CHAS. D. MOXROE,
Sinking Fund Commissioners,J
Board of Health Report
The Board of Health in submitting its annual report have
very little to comment upon. The Town having been in an ex-
ceptionally good sanitary condition, a general inspection and vac-
cination of school children was advised and executed early in the
year.
During the year that portion of the town which seemed in
greatest need has been provided with sewer. It is deemed advis-
able by the Board that the town take some action empowering
the Health Board to regulate the connections with the sewer.
Unless, these, connections are properly made and adequate
trapping and ventilation provided the sewers will be a source of
great danger to occupants of houses connected.
Certain regulations embodying perfect safety should be
adopted and strictly complied with.
In January three cases of Glanders were reported from a
large stable of horses by a Veternary Surgeon from Worcester-
The animals were promptly quarentined and State Inspector
O'Connell called to investigate. He pronouncing the desease to
be Pupura Hemorrhagica, a non contagious disease.
Another case reported by local Inspector Claflin was in-
spected by O'Connell and condemned. The infected animal was
shot the stable accoutrements destroyed and the stable thor-
oughly disenfected-
DEATH RATE PER 3I0XTU.
Januai7, 1892, February, 1892,
April, 1892,
June, 1892,
August, 1892,
16
10
15
39
.Alarch, 1892,
May, 1892,
July, 1892,
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September, 1892, 8 October, 1892, 7
November, 1892, 17 December, 1892, 11
Whole number of deaths 205.
DEATHS AND THEIR CAUSES
Asthma, 1 Anaemia, 4
Asthemia, 10 Accidental, 2
Brights Disease, 1 Bronchitis, 9
V^Oilllo, 11 CrouD, 3
Cancer, flr^nvnlcirknc! 3
Consumption, 28 Cholera Infantum,
Dropsy, 2 Dysentery, 1
Gastritis, 3 Debility, 8
Erysipelas, 1 Concussion of Brain, 1
Typhoid fever. 1 Hydrocephaelis, 1
La Grippe, 5 Meningitis, 12
Old age, 5 Peritonitis, 2
Paralysis, 10 Pneumonia, 18
Suicide, 1 Malignant pustule, 1
Septicaemia, 1 Heart disease, ' 2
Heart failure. 4 Pericarditis, 2
Cyanosis, 2 Still born. 12
Uremia, 1 Whooping cough, 5
Embolism, 1 Kupture, 1
Tumor, 1 Morbile, 1
AGE AT DEATH.
Under 5 years. 98 5 to 10 years. 13
10 to 20 years. 8 20 to 30 years, 23
30 to 40 years. 8 40 to 50 years. 7
50 to GO years. 7 60 to 70 years, 14
70 to 80 years, 17 80 to 90 years. 7
Over 90 years. 1
F. H. OLIN,
P. L. CREEDON,
C. C. BPvADFORD,
Board of Health. ]
Uncollected Taxes.
Armes, ED f2 00
Ayers, C T 2 00
Allard, David 2 00
Allard, George V 3 05
Arsenault, Lewis 2 00
Anderson, John 2 00
Anderson, William 2 00
Anderson, Frank 2 00
Albee, Harry W 2 00
Allard, Napoleon 2 00
Arsenault, Ferdnand 2 00
Asselin, Aristids 2 00
Bacon, H W 2 00
Butler, James 2 00
Bennoit, Perrie 2 00
Boardman, Bomain 2 00
Buchan, William 2 00
Belanger, Elzear 2 00
Bouvier, Victor 2 00
Barrie, Norbert 2 00
Brousseau, Clement 2 00
Buchan, John 2 00
Bourdeau, Norbert 17 62
Brennan, John 2 00
Bonnett, John 2 00
Bathazer, Henrie 2 00
Brown, Joseph C 2 00
Boyle, Henry P ' 2 00
Brunelle, Dolphise 2 00
Bibeau, Magloire 2 00
Buchan, Perris 2 00
Boucher, Charles 2 00
Beaudoin, Theophile 2 00
Bebeau, Henry 2 00
Broudtur, Adelard 2 00
Brouseau, Flavian 2 00
Belanger, John 2 00
Broudeur, J B 2 00
Boyer, John 2 00
Bachand, Louis 2 00
Bachand, Cleophace 2 00
Barret, A. H. 2 00
Burke, Velan 2 00
Butler, Frank • 2 00
Blanchard. F E 2 00
Barquin, Paul 3 52
Belanger, John 2 00
Burke, James 2 00
Blair, James 2 00
Benoit, Joseph 2 00
Broudeur, Joseph 2 00
Buchan, John 2 99
Buchan, Alexander 2 38
Beau pre, Octave 2 00
Bachan, Arthur 2 00
Bates, Oscar 2 00
Bernow, Edward 2 00
Brown, James J 2 00
Brown, David 2 00
Bertheaume, Joseph 2 00
Boucher, Alex. 2 00
Buckley, John 2 00
Bennoit, Joseph 2 00
Bourdeau, John 2 00
Bradford, Edward 2 00
Burke, Charles 3 53
Beltrand, Jessie 2 00
Bonnett, John 2 00
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Beaudry, Joseph 2 00
Burnett, James 2 00
Butterwoith, Heartly 2 00
Bortic, Eugene 2 00
Breen, Paul 2 00
Bonin, Toussauit 2 00
Belanger, Antoine 2 00
Bunidego, Alex. 2 00
Bebeau, Adelard 2 00
Blute. William H 2 00
Bigelow, Harry 2 00
Boston. Abner 2 00
Clarke, A. J. 6 34
Cliamberland, Herm 4 29
Curran, Wm. H. 2 00
Child, Henry 2 00
Cassidy, Dennis 2 00
Corey, Dwight 2 00
Chooier, Alphonse 2 00
Cabana, Patrick 2 00
Carron, Carmile 2 00
Casavaiit, Levi 2 00
Cavalin, Soseph 2 00
Charlton, llichard 2 00
Collins, John 2 00
Champagne, Perrie 2 00
Campbell, Albert 2 00
Cooney, John 2 00
Cooney, James 2 00
Curneen, John 2 00
Carey. Andrew 2 00
Cochran, Thomas 2 00
Chartier, Pvemie 2 00
Cormier,' Adelard 2 00
(Joliius, Bernard 2 00
Chapdelaiue, Michael 2 00
Chagnoi), Michael, 2 00
Collette, Carmile 2 00
Conlan, Patrick 2 00
Collins, Michael 2 00
Cursack, Lawreiice 2 00
Cudihy, John 2 00
Cudihy, Patrick 2 00
Cudihy, Dennis 2 00
Curran, James 2 00
Crenan, John 2 00
Cassey, John Q. 2 00
Champagne, Maxim 2 00
Chagnon, Amee 2 00
Cain, Hugh 2 00
Cudihy, Thomas
.
2 00
Court well, Alexander, Jr. 2 00
Courtwell, Alexander 2 00
Courtwell. Phillip 2 00
Corbier, Leon 2 00
Crosqy, George 2 00
Carney, William 2 00
Clouthier, David 2 00
Clarke, Mrs. Mary E. G2 5,3
Charlton, Richard 2 00
Creedon, John R. 2 00
Comstock, J S. P. 2 00
Dragon, Francis l^ G3
Dupuis, John 8 86
Daniels, Joseph 2 00
Dufraine, JSuloman 2 00
Dionne, Dr. L. E. 7 73
Duclos, Adelard' 2 00
Desrosier, Onezeine 2j^00
Douty, William J. 2;00
Derniont, Moses 2|00
Dupuis, Louis 2 00
Dupuis, Levi, 2 00
Duquett, Joseph W. 2 00
Dumas, Joseph 2 00
Dupuis, Oscar ' 2 00
J)upuis, Leon 2 00
Duquette, Edward Jr. 2 00
D slories, Antoine 2 00
JJerosier, Antoine 2 00
Duchaime, Josepli 2 00
Duval, Honnora 2 00
Duchesneau, Oliver 2 00
Desouridie, F. X. 2 00
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2 00
Duchdime, Maxim 2 00
2 00
2 00
Doyl?^ Jfimes 2 00
Dumas, Pierre 2 00
Degrenier, Andrew 2 00
T)flicrnanlf: .TnciPnh 2 00
Desrousirs, Joseph 2 00
J--'ColWOXd, V_/ ZjI 111 c 2 00
T^iTfannl", "N^n'ppi«;<?p 2 00
J—'LIIJLHO, tlv^O^lJil 2 00
T^PslflnripTs? Alfrprl 2 00
Dflip'naiilt IVTohan 2 00
Dumas, Narcesse 2 00
Donias, Alfred *> 00
Daisv T^ranlc 2 00
T)?iiwv A Hoi 1^1"!
Daisy, Peter 2 00\)\J
Dumas, Norbert 2 00
Dumas, Joseph 2 00
1)n r« 1 r» « q \7' i rl uu
Dufaunt, Felix 2 00
Uuiaunt, Hilias 00
Demercfe, Leon 00
Duiaunt, Peter 00
Daignault, Napoleon 00
Dupuis, Leon *> 00
Delaney, Michael 00
Dallard, Frank 2 00
Dodge, James H. 2 00
Deling, Mrs. 3 05
Degrenier, Joseph 2 00
Ennis, Thomas 2 00
Elliott, John 2 00
Eter, Louis 2 00
Eccleston, Harry 2 00
Ennis, John 2 00
Ethier, Jadis 2 00
Ethier, Peter 2 00
Fairbanks, Mrs. Horace 67 98
Fullerton, John 2 00
Frenner, Charles 2 00
Feorand, Alfred 2 00
Frenier, Francis 2 00
Frenier, Francis Jr. 2
Fitzpatrick, Thomas 2
Farland, Alex 2
Fountaine, John 2
Fountaine, Lucien 2
Fay, Patrick L. 2
Faulkner, Festus 2
Gina, Henry 1
Gauthier, Gimbas 2
Gilbut, Daniel 2
Gamache, Narcessie 2
Garceau, (^harles 2
Grenier, Mrs E 11
Grenier, Desire 2
Garceau, F 2
Goddu, Gilbert 2
Geer, H 2
Gaudette, H 2
Gravbll, F X 3
Goddu, Joseph 2
Gremard, Ovid 2
Gaumond, John 2
Gaumond, H
, 2
Girmard, T 2
Gaudrault, G X 2
Greeley, Bernard 2
Giraud, Louis 2
Giraud, Joseph 2
Gaumond, Eaymond 2
Girard, Victor 2
Grant, Michael 2
Gaumond, Thomas 2
Grenier, Nazaris 2
Guerin, Carmel 2
Greenwood, Peter 2
Grenier, Alexander 2
Giraud, John 2
Gravell, Louis 2
Gagnon, Peter 2
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Galipeau, Johu B 2 00
Giard, Charles 2 00
Gugoire, Joseph 2 00
Garceau, Moses 2 00
Guersis, Perrie 2 00
Goddard, Frank 2 00
Giroiix, Alfred Jr 2 00
Gaudette, Telesphou 2 00
Gothur, Stuermeses 2 00
Guiaurd, Frank 2 00
Graour. Joseph 2 00
Giroux, Nelson 2 00
Geer, John M 2 00
Gloom, John 2 00
Gervias, Theophile 2 00
Giraud, Moses 2 00
Gaumond, Alexander 2 00
Gullanger, Harvey 2 00
Holden, Mrs. Thomas 4 57
Hughs, Alfred 2 76
Heteu, Elzear 2 00
Holden, James T 2 00
Hogan, John 2 00
Hogan, Patrick F 2 00
Higan, David 2 00
Hogan, John J 2 00
Hyatt, Joseph 2 00
Howard, Michtel 2 00
Hannon, James 61
Haggerty, Joseph 2 00
Hemmingway, Judson 2 00
Hemmingway, David 2 00
Johnson, Joseph 2 00
Jalbut, Victor 2 00
Jalbut, Peter 2 00
Jefrey, William W Leon 2 00
Jalbut Eusebe 2 00
Kelly, James H . 2 00
King, William 2 00
Keating, John 2 00
Keating, Walter 2 00
Keeler, Seth 2 00
Kavanagh, Martin 2 00
Kavenah, James 2 00
King, Frank 2 00
Kind, Fred 2 00
Kenedy, Stephen 2 00
Kearnes, Thomas 2 00
Kennedy, David 2 00
Keating, William 2 00
Langevin. Joseph 11 92
Layallee, Louis 18 35
Leclair, Edward 25 71
Larichelverre. William 2 00
Lapin, Napoleon 2 00
Lamoureux, Alfred 2 00
Lamouth, Henry 2 00
Laroche, Gobe 2 00
Labonte, Leas 2 00
Lavuller, Isaac 2 00
Lescarbeau, Fabin 2 00
Lescarbeau, Alexis 2 00
Lamouth. Louis 2 00
Lapure, Henrie 2 00
Loom is, Augustus 2 00
Lataille, Peter 2 00
Lescarbeau, Louis 2 00
LeClair, Louis 2 00
Lamouth, Dennis 2 00
Larivien, Amada 2 00
Lamoureux,. Azarie 2 00
Larochelle, Perrie 2 00
Lacasse, George 2 00
Larange, Louis 2 00
Larange, Clement 2 00
Lusignan, Henry
,
2 00
Labelle, Arthur ' 2 00
Leomine, Julius 2 00
Langevin, Joseph 2 00
Laperle, Leon 2 00
Ledeac, Felix 2 00
Larange, J. B. 2 00
Labelle, John 2 00
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Langevin, Wiiliara
Laiigevin, Frank
Larange, Henry
Larange, Joseph
Lavallee, Paul
Long, James
Lachapelle, John
Layallee, Louis Jr.
Lavallee, C^ril
Laval lee. Joseph
Lavallee, Cyril Jr.
Lacasse, Francis
Lizotte, Edward
Lavallee, Paul
Lavallee, Josei)h
Lap] ante, Arthur
Lavallee, Clement
Lablanc, Narcesse
Lalibutin, Victor
Larochelle, Ludger
Lipper, Joseph
Lachapelle, Joseph
Lorange, Louis
Lavallee, Thomas
Larochelle, Paul
Lamontagne, Joseph
Lafontain, Edward
Labell, Charles
Lucier, Alfred
Leroux, Louis
Labell, Arthur
Lariviere, Napoleon
Lavallee, Joseph
Lippee, Edward
Lavoice, iVmbroce
Lamouth, John
Lavallee, Joseph
Lamouth, Felix
Lataille, Cyril
Lataille, Cyril, Jr.
Lacroix, Anthony
Lachapelle, Nelson
Lamouth, Nelson
L'Heureux, Philibert
2 00 •Littleton. Michael 2 00
2 00 Lizotte, Victor 2 00
9 00 Lucier, Magloria o 00
«> 00 Lucier, Joseph O 00
2 00 Larivun, Adelard '> 00
2 00 Lamoureux. Joseph Jr. o 00
00 Laroche, Julian ^> 00
»> 00 Lucier, Thomas *> 00
»> 00 Leduc, Telesphore 00
2 00 Laroche, Dolphies o 00
2 00 Lavallee, Adolph 2 00
2 00 May, Peter 00
<> 00 McKinstry, Provostus 69 16
2 00 Malcomb, Alexander •> 00
*> 00 Murray, Arthur 2 00
'> 00 Mead, El win E 2 00
o 00 Martell, Charles 2d 2 00
2 00 IVIarchessault, ]\Ioses 2 00
Q 00 May, William •) 00
O 00 Martin, Nelson > 00
2 00 jMartin, George •> 00
»> 00 Miner, John 2 00
2 00 Manning, Armades '> 00
2 00 Minus, James 00
2 00 Martell, Isadore
Murphy, John
2 00
> 00 2 00
o 00 ]\rarcot, Arthur »> 00
2 00 jMurphy, Dennis 2 00
2 00 Monahan jNIichael »> 00
2 00 Monroe, James 2 00
2 00 Moore, Geo A 2 00
2 00 i>ici^diL\, jraLiicK »> 00
2 00 INIorrissey, L T »> 00
»> 00 "Moriarty, Daniel 2 00
2 00 Moriarty, Timothy 2 00
2 00 Meloney, Michael o 0()
2 00 Mathier, Felix 3 14
2 00 Martin, John (> 00
2 00 Marble, M M *> 00
2 00
2 00 Marsh, F. H. 2 00
2 00 Martin, Narcisse 2 00
2 00 Moore, Robert E. o 00
2 00 Meagher, John 2^00
130 UXPAID TAXES.
Martin, Xarcisse o AA Peck, Octave O AA^ UU
Marchessault, Xarcisse if AAUU Pontibrand, Eli Z 00
Martin, Honore AAUU Pontibrand, Dolphin 1 00
JMontville, I rank Perron, Michael — I'U
Marchessault, Joseph i> UU Plouff, Calexte 1 OU
Morrill, Jeremiah r) AAUU Perigard, Dana Z UU
Montville, Xorbert i) AAUU Ir^roulx, (jriiuut O AAJ 00
lucijriatn, donn ») UU Poisen, Louis o Ark- UU
Montigney, Jerimiah i) AAUU Paul, Erancois O AAL UO
INIontigney, Jerimiah Jr. A/'VUU Page, Joseph <> (\(\Z 00
JMarteil, John o AAUU Pinsonnault, Xapoleon O AA00
Morrison, Alex <> AAUU X eitue, 1 aui 1 00
Matte, Thomas AAUU Peloquin, Veter 1 00
j.»lUIJ Ll.i^ lie \
,
i cLCi 2 UU T^Q i"! 11 Q n rl O OciQC.1 d Ul U cl LIU c^, vyolcto w UU
i>xciv] n bn \ , ^-i. 1 1 1 t?tl O UU XCLK, XVlLlld.l(.l — UU
»> UU xciuquiii, v>iiaiico _ i;u
Murphy, Michael »> UU Peppard, Pobert - UU
TVToriahv .John 2 00 Pnripr Pptpv 2 00
McOnirk T^icharrl > 00 Pariseau, Joseph 2 00
2 00 Porier, Xarcisse 2 00
2 00 Porier. Joseph 2 00
IVTor^p T?no*crlpc AV 43 18 Potvin, Francis 2 00
2 00 Paul, Henrie 2 00
o UU Pplton Prank 00
^fpprl Ti m r^li rl PQXT C Cl_l liCill l« V> li Ctl 1 Co •>~ 00 Prmilx Ptositpt 00— w
Proulx, Peter 2 00
Ulcis, (jreorge L.. AAUU Pntvin Alfrpd 2 00
Ostrander, Ji,ldreth 00 Panupth J B S 00
O'Holloran, James f) AAUU phillins Silas 2 00
O'Keife, iMichael AAUU Parent, Cleophace 2 00
yj Dl IclJ, i-'llClldtri o onUU Peck, George 2 00
O'Brien, ^laitin 2 ou
O'Keife, James 2 00 Richards, Stephen Jr 2 00
O'Keife, Patrick 2 00 Kobins, William 2 00
Oliver, Edward 2 00 ]<enard, John B 2 00
O'Bri, Moses 9 19 Renard Joseph 2 00
Eenard, John B Jr 2 00
Peloqiiin, Theotine o 00 Kobidou, Ovide 2 00
Peloquin, Xoel 2 00 Renard, Frank 2 00
Provost, Charles o 00 Rosson, Victor 2 00
Proulx. John B. •> 00 Renard, Peter 2 00
Parker, L. W. 5 27 Robedon. Louis 2 00
Peloquin, Joseph Jr. 2 00 Roy, Augustus 2 00
Paul, Oliver 9 00 Pochette, Peter 2 00
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Ryan, Thomas 2 00
Eiley, :\richael 2 00
Eivers, Peter 2 00
Kvai), John 2 00
K>an, F. F. 3 52
Eyan, Harry D 2 00
Rumrill, Oliver 2 00
Ryan, Thomas 2 00
Robert, Joseph 2 00
Ritchie, Paul 2 00
St. Martin, Narcesse 14 27
Stone, Jolin 2 00
Stone, Joseph 2 00
Scarborough, Felix 2 00
Scarborough, Joseph 2 00
Supevnaunt, Peter 2 00
Stone, Abraham , 2 00
St. Laurent, Xelson 2 00
Simpson, Adelard 2 00
St. Germain, Joseph 2 00
St. Onga, Gelas 2 00
Splain, Edward 2 00
Sheridan, Patrick 2 00
Savaria, Henrie 2 00
Suprenant, Frank 2 00
Savarie, Francis 2 00
St. Martin, Henrie 2 00
St. ]\rartin, Louis 2 00
Schesler. Joseph 2 00
St. Martin, Xekon 2 00
Snow. George 2 00
Simmons, S. 0. 2 00
Thimblin, Michael 2 00
Trahan, Jacques 2 00
Thorsteusene, Richard 2 00
Tourangeauseaugh, Kickapoo
2 00
Tourangeau, James 2 00
Tresky, Joseph H. 2 00
Toben, John 2 00
Tallis, Patrick 2 00
Troye, Michael 2 00
Trombly, Phillis 2 00
Trombly. Homidess 2 00
Tassier, Peter 00
Thenault. John 00
Tremblay, Edward v 00
Tremblay, Augustus 00
Thereault, Jacques o 00
Therien. Desire 2 00
Therien, Jules 2 00
'^Pessier Peter Jv o 00
Ijliaut, David o 00
Udell, George 2 00
Vane, Amee 2 00
Vincent, John 2 00
Varie, Francis 3 98
Vinton, Frank D. 2 31
Vinton, B. J. 2 00
Wood, George C. 2 00
AViglit, George 2 00
\Vilson, Humphey 2 00
Welch, i\[ichael 2 00
Walker, Charles 2 00
Wright, David 2 00
Wetherby, John 2 00
Welch, Arthur 2 00
»\ciis, i^uaiies xi. 2 00
Whitford. Charles 2 00
Wesson, Clarence ») 00
Whittaker, John A. 2 00
Whittaker, James »> 00
Walker, Horace 11 53
Young, William 2 00
Young, Simeon 2 00
Smith, Xortham & Co.,
Hartford, < 36
Vinton, Dwight, (Dudley) 2 29
1.12 UNPAID TAXES.
ADDITIONAL TAXES.
Larivierre, Joseph E 2 00
Trombley, Joshua 2 00
Duplace, Antoine 2 00
Laperrie, Joseph H 2 00
Smith, Geo H 2 00
Bebeau, Charles Jr 2 00
Bhite, Jolin 2 00
Brouseau, Joseph C 2 00
Burnett, Fred C 2 00
Carney, John 2 00
Ditto, Edward 2 00
Devilliers, Edward 2 00
J^ogal, Charles 2 00
Flagg, Joseph 2 00
Farron, A T 2 00
Grant, Thomas 2 00
Holden, L W 2 00
Jackson, Merritt S 2 00
Lapierre, Eli 2 00
Lesearbeau, Felix 2 00
Lescarbean, Joseph 2 00
Simpson, William 2d 2 00
Varney, Albert L 2 00
McGrath, James 2 00
Goubut, Pierrie 2 00
Halloran, James 2 00
Hebut, Pete H 2 00
Lafoud, Joseph 2 00
Laroche, Alfred 2 00
Laranger, Fred 2 00
Manvill, Bazile 2. 00
McGrath, James M 2 00
Milhgan, 2 00
Nichols, Alpheus 2 00
Peloquin, Narcisses 2 00
Potter, George S 2 00
Rushton, Alexander 2 00
Smith, Joseph W 2 00
Trembley, Joseph 2 00
Trembley Nelson 2 00
Wald, Alexander 2 00
Welch, William F 2 00
Weldon, Clarence 2 00
Fairbanks, Mrs Emily,
(Juinebaug, M r>3
Warrant for Town Meeting,
APRIL 3. 1893
WORCESTER, SS.
To either of the Constables of the Town of Southbridge. in the
County of Worcester, Greeting:
In the name of the Common weal tli of Massachusetts you are
hereby directed to notify the inhabitants of the town of South-
bridge, aforesaid, qualified to vote in elections and town affairs,
to meet in the Town Hall in said Southbridge, on Monday, the-
third day of April next, at nine of the clock in the forenoon,
then and there to act on the following articles:
Article 1. To choose a Moderator to preside at said meet-
ing.
Art. 2. To choose all necessary town officers for the ensu'
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ing year, viz: Clerk, Treasurer, Selectmen, Overseers of the
Poor, Board of Health, Assessors, School Committee, Auditors
of Accounts, Cemetery Committee, Library Committee, a Sinking
Fund Commissioner and Constables.
Art. 3. To vote by ballot " Yes or No " in answer to the
question, " Shall license be granted for the sale of intoxicating
liquors in this town. "
Art. 4. To hear the report of the Auditors of Accounts,
Treasurer, Clerk, Selectmen, Library Committee, Board of Health
and Cemetery Committee, and act thereOn.
Art. 5. To raise and appropriate such sums of money as
may be mecessary to pay town debts and charges the ensuing-
year, or act thereon.
Art. 6. To see if the town will allow a discount on taxes
paid within a certain period, or act thereon.
Art. 7. To see if the town will authorize the Treasurer to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes, or act tliereon.
Art. 8. To see if the town will accept the list of jurors as
posted and presented by the Selectmen, or act thereon.
Art. 9. To see if the town will vote to pay the enginemen
for the eusuing year, or act thereon.
Art. 10. To see if the town will raise and appropriate
money for the observance of Memorial Day, or act thereon.
Art. 11. To see if the town will raise and appropriate
money to pay the Water Supply Company for the use of hydrants
and drinking fountains for the ensuing year, or act thereon.
Art. 12. To see if the town will vote to fix the compensa-
tion of town officers, laborers and teams for the ensuing year, or
act thereon.
Art. 13. To see if the town will raise and appropriate
money for the support of tlis militia, or act thereon.
Art. 14. To see if the town will authorize the Treasurer
to transfer from unappropriated funds the following sums of
money: Dresser street extension, .49 ; South street walk, $24.13;
Pleasant street walk, $219.92; Mechanic street walk, $297.24;
also to unappropriated funds; Edwards street $52.86; Orchard
street, $30.10, or act tliereon.
Art. 15. To see what action the town will take relative to
fixing up and using the town-house vault.
Art. 16. To see what action the town will take relative to
the unsettled accounts of the past collectors of taxes.
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Art. 17. To see what action the town will take relative to
the. boundaries and bound of the town-house lots.
AuT. 18. To see if the town will give the Collector the
same authority for the collection of taxes as it does its Tr^^asurer,
or act anj^thing regarding the same.
Art. 19. To see if the town will amend article one, of the
B^'-Laws of the town concerning Truant children, or any article
of the By-Laws, or act anything regarding the same.
Art. 20. To see if the town will accept the report of the
Selectmen for relocating and straightening Fiske street, raise
and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 21. To see if the town will accept the report of the
Selectmen, laying out Dresser street; beginning at the east end
of the western section of said street going easterly over land of
]\rrs. Ellen J. Bartholomew, to west end of the eastern section of
said street, raise and appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 22. To see if the town will vote to establish an Arc
electric light at the corner of Benefit and Lens stveets, raise and
appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 23. To see if the town will vote to build a concrete
sidewalk on the east side of Everett street, commencing at the
south end of the present walk, to the south side of land of Gag-
non and Dupuis, raise and appropriate money therefor, or act
thereon.
Art. 24. To see if the town will vote to build a concrete
sidewalk on the northerly side of Main street from the railroad
bridge to the Lens factory, raise and appropriate money therefor,
or act thereon.
Art. 25. To see if the town will vote to build a concrete
sidewalk on the northerly side of River street, from Clit? street
private way to River street bridge, and on the southerly side of
River street from River street bridge to Crane street, raise and
appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 26. To see if the town will vote to build a concrete
sidewalk on the westerly side of Pine street, from Hamilton
street to south side of land of Gauthier and Cadotte, raise and
ap})ropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 27. To see if the town will vote to build a concrete
sidewalk on the east side of Elm street, from south end of pres-
ent walk to Spring street, raise and appropriate money therefor,
or act thereon.
Art. 28. To see if the town will vote to build a gravel
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walk on the northerly si'^e of Central street from Central street
bridge to junction of Charlton street, raise and appropriate
money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 29. To see what action the town will take towards
establishing a Uniformed Police force, or act anything thereon,
raise and appropriate money therefor.
Art. 30. To see if the town will vote to repair Eugine
House Number two (2), raise and appropriate money therefor, or
act thereon.
Art. 31. To see if the town will vote to buy a new Hook
and Ladder truck, new ladders and hose, raise and appropriate
money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 32. To see if the town will vote to accept the Fire
Alarm Whistle and Gong and line and box to Westville, add one
new signal box at corner of Dresser and Chapin streets; also, one
at corner of Hamilton and Oliver streets, raise and appropriate
money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 33. To see if the town will vote to establish the ottlce
of Electrician to care for the fire alarm system, raise and appro-
priate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 34. To see what action the town will take relative to
disposing of the old Tiger Engine to the Southbridge Veteran
Firemen's Association, or act thereon.
Art. 35. To see what action the town will take as to the
report of the Special Committee on a new school house, raise and
appropriate money therefor, or act thereon.
Art. 36. To see if the town will authorize the Board of
Health to make and enforce regulations as provided in Chapter
108 of statutes of 1889, or act thereon.
And you are directed to serve this Warrant by publishing an
attested copy thereof twice in the Southbridge Journal, South-
bridge Herald, and Southbridge Press, the first publication being
not less than nine days next preceding the day of meeting. The
polls will be open at 9 o'clock, A. M., andclose at 3 o'clock, P. ^I.
Hereof fail not, and make due return of this Warrant with
your doings thereon to the Town Clerk at the time and place
hereinbefore named.
Given under our hands this 22nd day of March. A. D., 1893.
J. M. OLNEY,
V. W. LAMOUREUX
ALBERT W. MAPTIX.
Selectmen of Southbridge.
A true copy attest. M. L. DILLABEK, Constable.
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